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387672X THE WATER WILL COME: Rising Seas, Sinking Cities, and the Remaking of the Civilized World. By Jeff Goodell. By this century’s end, hundreds of millions of people will be fleeing from the world’s shores, a harrowing crisis of social, environmental, and fiscal measures. Goodell reports from the front lines of the climate change epidemic, revealing to us the water world into which our planet is quickly transforming. Photos. 340 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

2964627 THE WATER WILL COME: Rising Seas, Sinking Cities, and the Remaking of the Civilized World. By Jeff Goodell. A definitive account of the coming water, why and how this will happen, and what it will all mean. Goodell employs fast, science, and first-person, on the ground journalism to show vivid scenes from what already is becoming a water world. Photos. 340 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $7.95

Environment & Ecology

4650522 ON THE TRAIL OF STARDUST. By Jon Larsen. Stardust—the oldest matter anywhere. Larsen reveals the techniques he has developed so you too can discover stardust as near as your own rooftop. The guide explains the best places to look and offers step by step photo sequences of the methods he has developed to assemble his collection. 144 pages. Voyager. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

3983196 THE WORLD WITHOUT US. By Alan Weisman. If human beings disappeared instantaneously from the Earth, what would happen? In his revelatory account, Weisman draws on every field of science to present an environmental assessment like no other, the most affecting portrait yet of humankind’s place on this planet. 416 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00 $4.95

Blu-ray 6572456 SIX DEGREES COULD CHANGE THE WORLD. By the year 2100, many scientists believe that the Earth’s average temperature could rise by as much as six degrees Celsius. In this compelling investigation, National Geographic leads a degree-by-degree journey to explore what each rising degree could mean for the future of our people and planet. Narrated by Alex Baldwin. English SDH. 90 minutes, Warner Home Video. $3.95

3984109 THE SECRET THERAPY OF TREES: Harness the Healing Energy of Forest Bathing and Natural Landscapes. By M. Menegh & M. Nieri. Helps us to rediscover the restorative value of our natural environment and presents the science behind green therapies like forest bathing and bioenergetic landscapes. Contains a treasure trove of tips on how to harness the regenerative power of plants and reorient our planet’s natural spaces, bringing us health and happiness. 212 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

4600008 THE QUEEN OF THE NIGHT. By Tracy Chevalier. In 1937, an offer of $25,000 was made to discover the Queen of the Night flower. Series of voyages, during which a fierce storm nearly takes everything. 368 pages. Doubleday. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

3309996 HUNGRY GATOR. By Pete Hautman. On the night of a bolt of lightning, a hungry gator slams against its cage. 32 pages. Hyperion. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

3624888 ONE STARWINTER. By Karen Miller. Family and friends are gathered in Montana for a Christmas tree farm. 384 pages. Pocket. Pub. at $16.00 $6.95
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More than one book? Get more book for your buck! Add $6.00 for each additional book to your order.
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4702336 A CASE FOR CLIMATE ENGINEERING. By David Keith. The author argues that decades during which very little progress has been made in reducing carbon emissions, we must put climate engineering on the table and consider it realistically. This volume provides a clear, accessible overview of its costs and risks. 194 pages. MIT Press. $4.95

3997839 THE END OF ICE: Bearing Witness and Finding Meaning in the Path of Climate Disruption. By Dahr Jamail. Offers a firsthand chronicle of the catastrophic reality of our time and the inescapable calculus of relishing and caring for this vulnerable, fragile planet while we still can. Illus. 257 pages. New Press. Paperbound. $29.95

4708792 WE ARE THE WEATHER: Saving the Planet Begins at Breakfast. By Jonathan Satran Feer. Explores the central global dilemma of our time in a surprising, deeply personal, and urgent new way. The task of saving the planet requires a great reckoning with ourselves—with our all too human reluctance to sacrifice immediate comfort for the sake of the future. 272 pages. FSG. Pub. at $25.00 $6.95

* 2587203 EARTH-SHELTERED HOUSES: How to Build an Affordable Underground Home. By Bob Roy. An earth-sheltered, earth-rooted home has the least impact upon the land of all housing styles, leaving almost zero footprint on the planet and creating a dwelling in harmony with the environment. This guide brings earth-sheltered construction up to date, with plenty of practical help for those wanting to construct one. Photos, some color. 255 pages. New Society. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 $18.95

4712927 THE SIXTH EXTINCTION: An Unnatural History. By Elizabeth Kolbert. At one time, we thought we understood how the world works, how life depends on the delicate balance between fragile human communities and the often-threatening environments. But the Sixth Extinction has changed all that. This is the authoritative history of life on earth, and why it matters. 324 pages. Prometheus. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

4670191 TAMING THE SUN: Innovations to Harness Solar Energy and Power the Planet. By Varun Swarn. Solar energy, once a niche application for a limited market, has become the cheapest and fastest-growing power source on earth. What’s more, its potential is nearly limitless, but Swarn reminds us that the sun is not yet equipped to harness erratic sunshine to meet most of its energy needs. Illus. 371 pages. MIT Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

4727550 BREAKPOINT: Reckoning with America’s Environmental Crises. By John Liu. Liu documents how a combination of political weakening, weakened independent research and engaging storytelling, Jackson and Chapple examine the looming threats from regional and local governments, who stand in the way of agricultural, river mismanagement, and rising sea levels that are pushing the country toward ecological and economic collapse. 296 pages. Yale. Pub. at $26.00 $7.95
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4655983 THE ASTRONOMY BOOK: Big Ideas Simply Explained. By David W. Hughes et al. Packed with short, pithy explanations that cut through the jargon, step by step diagrams that untangle knotty theories, quotes that make the astronomical discoveries memorable, and witty illustrations that enhance and play with our understanding of the stars. Viking. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.00 $7.95

3980170 WHAT REALLY HAPPENS WHEN YOU DIE? Cosmology, Time, and You. By Andrew McLaughlin. Using the science of cosmology, McLaughlin argues convincingly for the integrity of the circularity of life and death. At the moment of our death, he suggests, we are reborn into precisely the same life we have just left. So, in a way, life is both eternity and death by fantasy. 192 pages. Science Bookshelf. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

4726316 THE APOLLO MISSIONS: The Incredible Story of the Race to the Moon. By David Vann. Relive this experience and all the drama as it is unfolded, from the birth of the Apollo space program and the very first attempts to get a crew member into space, to the sudden and swift abandonment of the Apollo 11’s successful Moon landing and its splashdown in the Pacific Ocean. This volume tells the thrilling story of the race to the Moon. Fully illus. most in color. 192 pages. Arcturus. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

3776719 THE PLANETS. By Dava Sobel. The author presents an intimate account of the planets in our solar system. Filled with fascination, beauty, and surprise, this work is a stunningly original celebration of our solar system that offers a distinctive view of our place in the universe. Illus. 276 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

3986039 EARTH-SHATTERING. By Bob Berman. From the sudden creation of dazzling “new stars” to the furiously complex cloud on the horizon and the uncomfortable truth about ultra high energy cosmic rays bombarding us to the incredible ways in which humanity has harnessed energy for its gain, Berman masterfully synthesizes some of our worst fears into an astonishing portrait of the universe. Illus. 308 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

3799922 EASTERN ASTROLABES. VOLUME II: Historic Scientific Instruments of the Adler Planetarium & Astronomy Museum. By David Finger. The most sophisticated astronomical tool of the pre-telescopic era, the astrolabe combined a simple observational tool with an elegant analog computer. This volume is the subject of this volume, highlighting a number of notable examples and placing them in the context of the Islamic religious practices that inspired their creation. Well illus. in color. 268 pages. Adler Planetarium. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $75.00 $19.95
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**387179 SPACE MISSION ART: The Mission Patches & Insignias of America’s Humankind Spaceflights.** By Luke Wesley Price. From the spacecraft logo artwork of Project Mercury to the mission patches of Gemini, Apollo, Soyuz, and the Space Shuttle, this volume showcases every one of those designs, and tells the stories behind them. Features crew photos, mission objectives and fascinating trivia. 192 pages. Ammonite. Pub. at $17.95 **$13.95**

**3934519 HEART OF DARKNESS: Unraveling the Mysteries of the Invisible Universe.** By J.P. Ostriker & S. Mitton. Describes the incredible saga of humankind’s quest to unravel the deepest secrets of the universe. Over the past three decades, scientists have learned that two little-understood components—dark matter and dark energy—make up most of the known cosmos, and hold the key to the universe’s fate. Illus., in color. 299 pages. Princeton. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 **$15.95**

**4723538 MOONBOUND: Apollo 11 and the Dream of Spacelift.** By Jonathan Fetter-Vorm. On the fiftieth anniversary of that incredible journey, this graphic novel tells the monumental story of the moon and the men who went there. With vibrant images and meticulous attention to detail, the author conjures the long history of the visionaries, stargazers, builders, and adventurers who sent Apollo 11 on its historic voyage. 248 pages. Hill & Wang. Paperback.Pub. at $19.95 **$6.95**

**3955273 THE BACKGARD ASTRONOMER'S FIELD GUIDE: How to Find the Best Objects the Night Sky Has to Offer.** By David Dickinson. Broken down by month and by hemisphere to ensure you get the best possible view, Dickinson shows you how to find objects like spiral galaxies, stunning sights in the Milky Way and stars that bring the “wow factor” to astronomy. With 44 sky charts and the author’s expertise, it’s like having a pro-astronomer out in the field with you. 192 pages. Parent. Spiralbound. Pub. at $21.95 **$16.95**

**4674618 NIGHT SKY EXPLORER: Your Guide to the Heavens.** By R. Kerrod & T. Jackson. A complete interactive kit for the stargazer and astronomer containing Planisphere, the indispensable tool (included) for the observational astronomer, and Star Guide, essential information for the stargazer featuring over 400 of the night sky’s most beautiful objects. 228 pages. Collins. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 **$17.95**

**4800268 ASTROQUIZZICAL: A Curious Journey Through Our Cosmic Family Tree.** By Jillian Sizeland. For anyone interested in the big picture of how the cosmos functions and how it is all connected, this enthralling cosmic journey through space and time is the perfect guide. Color illus. 282 pages. Cahners. Pub. at $32.95 **$9.95**


**4570132 MARKETING THE MOON: The Selling of the Apollo Lunar Program.** By D.M. Scott & B. Wier. A fascinating behind-the-scenes look at how NASA and the Apollo Program, along with the Sprague group, convincingly illustrated with vintage photographs, documents, and advertisements, many never seen before, that the Space Race was won. When Neil Armstrong took that giant leap for mankind, it was a triumph not just for American engineering and rocketry but for American marketing and public relations. 130 pages. MIT Press. 11¼x15¼. Pub. at $29.95 **$11.95**

**5759439 LIGHT: The Visible Spectrum and Beyond.** By K. Arcand NASA's Goddard Space Flight. Describes how the visible light we see on Earth affects life on Earth and everywhere in the Universe. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Published at $29.95 **$10.95**

**3863492 AMERICAN MOONSHOT: John F. Kennedy and the Great Space Race.** By Doug Brinkley. Covering the twelve months after he was elected, John F. Kennedy made an astounding announcement to the nation: we would put a man on the moon by the end of this decade. This engrossing epic of contemporary history is a portrait of the men and women who made this giant leap possible. This is living history at its finest. 16 pages of photos, mostly in color. 548 pages. Harper. Pub. at $35.00 **$6.95**

**2871474 AT THE EDGE OF TIME: Exploring the Mysteries of Our Universe's First Seconds.** By Dan Hooper. Taking readers into the remarkable world of cosmology, Hooper describes many of the extraordinary and quick-boosting questions that scientists are asking about the origin and nature of our world. He examines how we are unfolding the Hadron Collider and other experiments to re-create the cosmos in the Big Bang and test promising theories. 233 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $24.95 **$19.95**

**4754662 AT THE EDGE OF TIME: Exploring the Mysteries of Our Universe's First Seconds.** By Dan Hooper. A new look at the first few seconds after the Big Bang, and how research into these moments continues to revolutionize our understanding of our universe. Hooper presents an accessible investigation of our universe and its birth, Illus. 225 pages. Princeton. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 **$13.95**

**3901254 THE LITTLE BOOK OF COSMOLOGY.** By Lyman Page. Provides a look at our universe on the grandest scales imaginable. Written with a nose for cutting edge science and major mysteries, this short but deeply insightful edition describes what scientists are revealing through precise measurements of the faint thermal afterglow of the Big Bang. Color. 120 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $19.95 **$15.00**

**4660145 AN UNOFFICIAL HISTORY OF NASA MISSION PATCHES.** By Robert J. Chapman. When it comes to understanding how and why the United States sent a dozen men to the moon, no one knew more. Chapman explains the nature of our world. He examines how we are facing extraordinary and perplexing questions that science can tell us about our universe. 335 pages. 8½x10¾. Pub. at $28.00 **$5.95**

**4732316 FIRST LIGHT: Switching on Stars at the Dawn of Time.** By K. Aarcand NASA's Goddard Space Flight. Contains hundreds of illustrations and photographs illustrating the truth of our universe and its birth. 10x11¾. Pub. at $36.95 **$27.95**

**4710711 BEYOND THE KNOWN: How Exploration Created the Modern World and Will Take Us to the Stars.** By Andrew Rader. A chronicle of exploration that spotlights humans’ insatiable desire to push beyond the limits of our civilization’s earliest days to our present moment, when other solar systems and even other galaxies beckon. 344 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $28.95 **$21.95**

**6853951 HUBBLE IN SPACE: NASA Images of Planets, Stars, Galaxies, Nebulae, Black Holes, Dark Matter & More.** Ed. by B.A. Lynch-John & B. Alesi. In this volume, images from NASA’s Hubble Space Telescope show the solar system, Milky Way, galaxies, and the far reaches of the universe up close like never before. You’ll gain an understanding of the immense content of the universe and much more. Fully illus. in color. 216 pages. Amherst Media. Pub. at $24.95 **$17.95**

**3855327 UNTIL THE END OF TIME: Mind, Matter, and Our Search for Meaning in an Evolving Universe.** By Brian Greene. Through a series of nested stories Greene presents a vision distinct but interwoven layers of reality—particles to planets, consciousness to creativity, matter to meaning—Greene traces the interplay among the cosmic timeline between entropy and evolution, providing us with a clearer sense of how we came to be, and a firmer grasp of where we are headed. 428 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $30.00 **$21.95**

**3995417 THE END OF EVERYTHING: How to Stop Time and Other Essays.** By Katie Mack. The author takes you on a mind-bending tour of the cosmos’ possible finales and tells everything you wanted to know but were too afraid to ask. Guiding us with science and major concepts in quantum mechanics, cosmology, string theory, and more, this is a wildly fun, upbeat ride to the farthest reaches of all we know. 226 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $18.95 **$13.95**

**3974456 NEUTRON STARS: The Quest to Understand the Zombies of the Cosmos.** By Katia Moskivich. Neutron stars are as bewildering as they are elusive. The remnants of exploded stellar giants, these compact stars are no more than 250,000 kilometers across, and incredibly dense. Through vivid storytelling and on-site reporting from observatories all over the world, the author offers a tour of these mysterious objects. 16 pages of color photos. 296 pages. Harvard. Pub. at $29.95 **$24.95**

**3975383 SATURN’S MOON TITAN: OWNERS’ WORKSHOP MANUAL.** By Chris Moynihan. Illustrated manual is complemented by views of similar landscapes or atmospheric features on Earth and elsewhere. These analogues help the reader comprehend what is sometimes a confusing concept of what it is to "be there" on Titan. 196 pages. 8½x10¾. Pub. at $36.95 **$27.95**

**5736482 BEYOND THE KNOWN: How Exploration Created the Modern World and Will Take Us to the Stars.** By Andrew Rader. A chronicle of exploration that spotlights humans’ insatiable desire to push beyond the limits of our civilization’s earliest days to our present moment, when other solar systems and even other galaxies beckon. 344 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $28.95 **$21.95**

**3964892 ROCKETS & MISSILES OF VANDENBERG AFB.** By Joseph T. Page II. Over the decades, Vandenberg has seen over 1,900 launches of more than 70 varieties of rockets and missiles. This collection of over 300 photographs illustrate the variety of space launch vehicles. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. **$33.95**
Paleontology & Evolution

465380 WHY EVOLUTION IS TRUE. By Jerry A. Coyne. Among the wonders that science has uncovered about the universe, no subject has sparked more controversy than evolution. Yet, in all the ongoing debates, one element of the story is rarely mentioned: the evidence of evolution in the natural world. Illus. 282 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95

465832 THE EQUATIONS OF LIFE: The Hidden Rules Shaping Evolution. By Charles S. Cockrell. The puzzles of life appear to have no answers, with occasional exceptions like the modern human. But in this groundbreaking volume, Cockrell reveals how nature is far more understandable and predictable than we would think. 337 pages. Atlantic. $7.95


4682769 LOST ANATOMIES: The Evolution of the Human Form. By John Gurche. Using skeletal and soft-tissue anatomy, Gurche skillfully reconstructs the appearance of individuals in the human lineage, and has developed visual techniques to evoke the eons that separate us from them. Each chapter here is introduced by a leading paleo-anthropologist, giving the reader a deeper appreciation of Gurche’s art. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Abrams. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $40.00 $14.95

396065X WHERE ARE WE HEADING? The Evolution of Humans and Things. By Ian Hodder. In this engaging exploration, an archaeologist shows how the six treatments of our current condition and teaches us that the story of our species is a story of adaptation, compassion, and intimacy. Illus. 179 pages. Yale. Pub. at $27.50

★ 3801918 EVOLUTION, SECOND EDITION: The Human Story. By Alice Roberts. Organizing her data around models, the author reconstructs each step of our evolutionary story. Draws on cutting edge research and the latest discoveries and theories to explain the science, explore our relationship with other primates, and chart our journey out of Africa to colonize the world. 256 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10x12. Pub. at $30.00 $14.95

★ 3901211 ONCE A WOLF: The Science Behind Our Dogs’ Astonishing Genetic Evolution. By Bryan Sykes. The Oxford geneticist used the full array of modern technology to explore the canine genetic lineage, and has developed a compelling genealogical story. Examines our evolving relationship and focuses some of the greatest unsolved questions of the current day enhanced by this most unlikely ally. Illus. 290 pages. Liveright. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.99

4748499 NATURE STRANGE AND BEAUTIFUL: How Living Beings Evolved and Made the Earth a Home. By E.G. Leopold. Jr. The book covers the basic concepts of evolutionary biology, ranging from life’s single-celled beginnings to the complex societies humans have created today. The authors cover a range of topics, focusing on adaptation, competition, mutualism, heredity, natural selection, sexual selection, genetics, and language. Well illus., many in color. 258 pages. Yale. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95

★ 4732651 THIS VIEW OF LIFE: Completing the Darwinian Revolution. By David Sloan Wilson. A series of engaging examples—from the breeding of hens to the timing of cataract surgeries to the organization of an automobile plant—Wilson shows how an evolutionary perspective provides a practical tool kit for understanding not only genetic evolution but also the fast-paced changes that are having an impact on our world and ourselves. Illus. 288 pages. Pantheon. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00 $13.95

★ 375216X WOOLLY: The True Story of the Quest to Revive History’s Most Iconic Extinct Creature. By Ben Mezrich. A scintillating adventure involving a host of extraordinary characters, including Napoleon-chasing fossil hunters who battle polar bears and extreme conditions in the name of scientific advancement, and a father and son team of asteroid hunters working to turn a track of the Siberian tundra into a real-life Jurassic Park. 229 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $5.95

★ 3747922 LIFE THROUGH THE AGES II: Twenty-First Century Visions of Prehistory. By Mark P. Witton. Dozens of gorgeous color illustrations and meticulously researched commentary showcase the most thrilling stories of lost worlds, distant events, and ancient creatures that have appeared since the earth was formed, creating an indispensable guide to exploring what came before us. 156 pages, Illus. 10½x8¼. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

★ 3902955 HUMAN ORIGINS: 7 Million Years and Counting. By NewScientist. Recounts the most astonishing evolutionary tale ever told. Discover how our ancestors made the first tentative steps towards becoming human, how we lost our fur but gained language, fire and farming and cities, and ultimately created modern civilization. Illus. 241 pages. Nicholas Brealey. At $15.95


★ 3897398 SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED: Design and the Evolution of Nature. By Brian Goodwin. Explores how and why evolution appears to be uncrafted, and how the real world appears to be uncrafted. Delves deep into the history of Darwinian science, and the origins of Darwin’s mechanism itself, the author shows how it is possible and plausible to design and construct living organisms. Illus. 267 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $26.00 $19.95

★ 4710349 THE FIRST STEPS: How We Began Walking Made Us Human. By Jennifer DeSilva. Explores how unusual and extraordinary this seemingly everyday ability is. A seven-million-year journey to the very origins of the journey that made us human. Traces the evolution of walking as a gateway to many of the other attributes that make us human and how it may have laid the foundation for our species’ traits of compassion, empathy, and altruism. Illus., some color. 334 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

★ 3975649 ANCIENT BONES: Unearthing the Astonishing New Story of How We Became Human. By Madeleine Beddard. Beddard traces the story of the groundbreaking dig that changed everything we thought we knew about human origins with the fascinating answer to a previously undetermined and now pressing question: How did we learn to walk in modern humans? Color photos. 337 pages. Greystone. Pub. at $28.95 $21.95

3947882 LIFE FINDS A WAY: What Evolution Teaches Us About Creativity. By Andreas Wagner. Illus. 312 pages. Basic. Paperbound. At $30.00 $8.95

Archeology

★ 2810387 VIKINGS: Pocket Museum. By S. Ashby & A. Leonard. This stunning volume identifies nearly 200 of the most significant artifacts of the Viking Age and describes them vividly and informatively, revealing how each is a key element in its own right—a creation that demonstrates a certain interest or offers an unparalleled insight into daily life for the Vikings. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

★ DVD 3980343 FORBIDDEN TOMB OF GENGHIS KHAN. HD. Discs. National Geographic joins engineer and explorer, Albert Lin, on a seemingly impossible quest: to locate the tomb of Genghis Khan without being allowed to dig, somewhere in a terraced fortress on the Mongolian steppe, miles and miles in area. English SDH. 50 minutes. National Geographic. $3.95

4710358 THE ETERNAL ARMY: The Terracotta Soldiers of the First Emperor. Text by R. Ciarla, photos by A. De Luca. Presents the findings of acknowledged experts as they seek to provide answers to many fascinating questions about Qin Shi Huang, the mechanism photographing the truly individualized faces of the great officers, horsemen, archers, and foot soldiers of the terracotta army, which have survived unaltered for 22 centuries. 288 pages. White Star. 8⅛x11⅜. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

★ 2966735 ANCIENT TREASURES: The Discovery of Lost Hoards, Sunken Ships, Buried Vaults, and Other Hidden Treasures. By Brian Haughton. Lost hoards, footed archeological artifacts, and sunken treasure abound in this collection of true stories. From the Seven Treasure of the Romans Empire to the New World plunder of Spanish treasure fleets, discover incredible fortunes that have been coveted by explorers and thieves for centuries. Illus. 237 pages. New Page Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ 4721411 THE MAKOP TREASURE. By Aleksandr Mikhailovich Leskow. Presents more than 300 objects ranging in date from the Bronze Age through the Medieval Period, all in the book area of the Northern Caucasus. The author brings decades of expertise to analyzing and illuminating the value of this collection, from earrings and amulets to bowls, finials, and more, for a fantastic design and artistry. Color photos. 294 pages. UP. $7.95

★ 3888994 THE INCAS AND THEIR ANCESTORS, REVISED EDITION: The Archaeology of Peru. By Michael E. Moseley. A concise and clear introduction to the key people and events that shaped the civilization of the Inca Empire. Illus. 288 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperbound. At $34.95 $9.95
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THE REVOLUTIONARY GENIUS OF PLANTS: A New Understanding of Plant Intelligence and Behavior. By Stefan Mancuso. Packed with eye-opening research that makes it more and more clear how remarkable our fellow inhabitants on this planet really are. Mancuso explains how the complicated science of plants wonderfully accessible, and opens our minds to a new understanding of life on earth. Illus. in color. 225 pages. Atia. Pub. at $30.00

THE ORIGINS OF CREATIVITY: How the Brains of Our Farmed and Feral Relatives给了 our species the Edge. By Carl Zimmer. In a thoughtful narrative that reads like a sweeping novel, Zimmer weaves together tales of scientific advance and pseudo-scientific poison, heroes and villains. The result is a two-daughters, analyses of his own genome revealing curious distant ancestors, and investigative reporting into cutting-edge discoveries that will shape the lives of all communities, and the future of this planet. 3989445

THE SECRET LIFE OF GENES: Decoding the Blueprint of Life. By Derek Harvey. Find out how gene-switching, junk DNA, and genetic mutation might be affecting your everyday life and why the number of “genetic inventions” are soaring. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Firstline. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

GUT, REVISED EDITION: The Inside Story of Our Body’s Most Underrated Organ. By Gianna Enders. With quirky charm, science star and medical doctor Giulia Enders explains the gut’s magic, answering questions like: Why does acid reflux happen? Are up with gluten and lactose intolerance? This revised edition has a new section on the brain-gut axis and psychobiotics—microbes with psychological effects than can influence conditions like depression and even stress. Illus. 293 pages. Greystone. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

MICROBIA: A Journey into the Unseen World Around You. By Eugenia Berman. An eye-opening look at the fascinating world they live and compare the microbiomes of soil, plants, animals, and places, explaining such things as labeling some bacteria “good” and others “bad.” From understanding food cravings to proving a new definition of family, the lessons here show how different the world is with a microbial point of view. 271 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $25.95

EVERYTHING YOU KNEW ABOUT ACE BIOLOGY IN ONE BIG FAT NOTEBOOK. By Matthew Browns. Covers everything you need to know during a year of high school biology class, breaking down every subject to a level even evolved from units. Illus. in color. 518 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

WHAT IS LIFE? Five Great Ideas in Biology. By Paul Nurse. A renowned biologist takes up the challenge of describing what it means to be alive in a way that every reader can understand. To survive the challenges that face us all today, it is vital that we all understand what life is to 145 pages. Norton. Pub. at $20.00

PLANTING THE WORLD: Joseph Banks and His Collectors–An Adventurous History of Botany. By Jordan Taylor. A fascinating tale of the early days of the plant kingdom, where seeds become shoots, and flowers become fruits, with this spectacular introduction to botany and how it all works. Stunning photography and engaging text combine to explain the exquisite beauty, diversity, and purpose of every type of plant from cactus to cherry. 440 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10/14/12. Pub. at $50.00

BONES: Outside and In. By Roy A. Meats. Explores and examines this amazing material that both supports and records our lives, and investigates the diverse roles bone has played in human culture throughout history. Approachable and entertaining, Dr. Meats richly illuminates our bone heritage and reveals myths and mysteries. Norton. Pub. at $27.95. PRICE CUT TO $17.95

CLIFFSNOTES BIOLOGY QUICK REVIEW, 2ND EDITION. By Kellie Pleger Cox. Illustrates 245 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95


THE First NORTH AMERICANS: An Archaeological Journey. By Brian Fagan. Celebrates the long history of Native American achievement in all its richness and diversity. From the earliest settlers some 15,000 years ago to the increasingly sophisticated cultures of their descendants. Illus. 272 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $26.95 $9.95

THE SCOTS: A Genetic Journey. By Alistair Moffat. Recent developments in genetic studies and DNA analysis have revealed a fascinating new world of lore. Here Moffat explores what genes can tell us about the Scots, and comes to some remarkable conclusions about Scottish origins and identity. 256 pages. Brillian. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00


THE SECRET LIFE OF GENES: Decoding the Blueprint of Life. By Derek Harvey. Find out how gene-switching, junk DNA, and genetic mutation might be affecting your everyday life and why the number of “genetic inventions” are soaring. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Firstline. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

限售数量 472102 ABORIGINAL PAINTINGS OF THE WOLFE CREEK CRATER. Today, focusing on the cosmology of the Wolfe Creek Crater, the world’s second-largest rimmed crater, located in the territory of the Walmajarri and Dajur Aboriginal peoples, the book brings together rich cultural history with stunning Aboriginal artwork to forge a unique story of this natural landmark and its well-established meaning. Well illus., many color. 164 pages. Univ of Penn Museum. $64.95

如何讲中文向世界讲中文: The Story of Humanity’s Greatest Invention. By Daniel L. Everett. Mankind has a distinct advantage over other species: we talk to one another. The question of why modern humans, who made their way to Europe 45,000 years ago, survived with their closest known relative the Neanderthal, who already inhabited Europe, went extinct, Illus. 266 pages. Belknap. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

THE ART OF THE LIE: How McManners and Well-Behaving Affects Our Minds. By Marcel Danesi. Looks at language that is used to move audiences in order to gain their confidence and build consensus. Danesi investigates why language has been accepted as valid and discusses the implications of lying and language for the future of belief, ethics, and American democracy itself. 240 pages. Prometheus. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00

THE LANGUAGE BEGINS: The Story of Humanity’s Greatest Invention. By Daniel L. Everett. Mankind has a distinct advantage over other species: we talk to one another. The author posits that the nearly 7,000 languages that exist on earth embody the development of human thought and are the tools of evolution. Everett debunks long-held theories across a spectrum of disciplines to affirm the concept we are not born with an instinct for language. 330 pages. Livestrong. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

>$688289 GUT, REVISED EDITION: The Inside Story of Our Body’s Most Underrated Organ. By Gianna Enders. With quirky charm, science star and medical doctor Giulia Enders explains the gut’s magic, answering questions like: Why does acid reflux happen? Are up with gluten and lactose intolerance? This revised edition has a new section on the brain-gut axis and psychobiotics—microbes with psychological effects than can influence conditions like depression and even stress. Illus. 293 pages. Greystone. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

LAUGH: The Powers, Perversions, and...
new elements
middle-period

**OVO** 3945391  CAPTIVATED: Finding Freedom in a Media Captivated Culture. Widescreen. This film raises critical concerns about our culture, in which the promise of brighter — and pocket-sized — entertainment for mass consumption. It highlights the overwhelming evidence of growing problems on multiple fronts, including the potential physical, psychological and moral impacts of media technology when consumed without discretion. 107 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95

4714007  THEATER OF THE DEAD: A Social Turn in Chinese Funerary Art, 1900-1940. By J. J. Jones. In eleventh-century China, both the living and the dead were treated to theatrical spectacles. Chambers designed for the dead — elaborate mausoleums and theaters sculpted in stone, molded in clay and rendered in paint. Here Hong explores in the cultural and religious lives of Chinese. Well illus., many in color. 268 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

3949273  SO YOU’VE BEEN PUBLICLY SHAMED. By Jon Ronson. 318 pages. Riverhead. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

4740027  CHILDFREE BY CHOICE. By Amy Blackstone. 279 pages. Beacon. Pub. at $19.95


**4696556** HABBING IMMORTALITY: New Realities in the Quest to Live Forever. By Sputnik Futures. Well illus. in color. 200 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


**3831110** WHAT’S YOUR PRONOUN? Beyond He & She. By Dennis Baron. 283 pages. Livestock. Pub. at $25.95


4558024  THE DECLARATION OF THE RIGHTS OF WOMEN. By Olympe de Gouges. 144 pages. ILEX. Pub. at $12.95


PRICE CUT to $3.95


PRICE CUT to $3.95


PRICE CUT to $5.95


**3751317** GOOD SEXUAL CITIZENSHIP: How to Create a (Sexually) Safer World. By Ellen Friedrot. 316 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

PRICE CUT to $7.95


PRICE CUT to $11.95
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**4710193** THE AFRICAN LOOKBOOK: A Visual History of 100 Years of African Women. By Catherine E. McKinnon. Unprecedented visual history of African women told in striking and subversive historical photographs. These photos tell the story of how the sewing machine and the camera became powerful tools for women’s self-expression, revealing a truly glorious display of everyday beauty. 207 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $30.00


**4661996** PSYCHOBOOK: Games, Stories, and serious. By Julian Rothenstein. Ed. by Brian Cowley & K. Bowers. Upending our understanding of everything from anxiety disorders and risk taking to the origins of privilege and the nature of social interaction, the authors present an essential guide to the perilous, destiny determined, and universal phase of life between childhood and adulthood as seen in humans and animals. 354 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $26.00
16
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**PHILOSOPHY**

- **5782752 HOW I BECAME A MADMAN.** By Kahlil Gibran. In this poignant work, Gibran reveals the process by which he arrived at his own madness, not as a matter of choice but rather the existential angst that separates the individual from society. He contrasts the individual who conforms to society’s class, role, and behavior with those who adhere to it through hypocrisy. Illus. in color. 92 pages. Ronin. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. **$11.95**

- **4721551 THE SOCRAtic TURN: Knowledge of Good and Evil in an Age of Science.** By Dustin Sebel. Addresses the question whether we can acquire genuine knowledge of good and evil, right and wrong. Reputedly, Socrates was the first philosopher to make the attempt. But Socrates was the first philosopher to explore the gap between his theory in his youth, and it was only much later in life that he finally turned to the examination of ordinary moral and political opinions. 215 pages. UPA. Pub. at $42.50. **$9.95**

- **4655761 THINK LIKE A PHILOSOPHER.** By Anne Rooney. A fun introduction to the subject that shows how philosophy has a clear practical purpose vital to our daily lives and thinking. 224 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. **$4.95**

- **4655702 PHILOSOPHY: How the World Works.** By Anne Rooney. Traces strands of thought in Western philosophy, from the Ancient Greeks to the present. Accessible, fascinating account of the major preoccupations of the world’s greatest thinkers, it explores the five branches of philosophy, metaphysics, epistemology, logic, ethics, and aesthetics. Well illus., many in color. 208 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. **$4.95**


- **469582X WHO SAYS YOU’RE DEAD? Medical & Ethical Dilemmas of the Cardiac Death & Brain Death Cases.** By Andrew Appel. In short engaging scenarios, Dr. Appel takes on issues that many of us will confront: genetic screening, sexuality, privacy, and doctor patient confidentiality. Here we are confronted with each hypothetical situation with a brief reflection drawing from science, philosophy, and history, explaining how others have approached these controversies in real world cases. 272 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $29.95. **$15.95**

- **4693689 THE INTERPRETED SELF: A Commentary on the Bible, and Ancient Thought.** By Brian Stock. Argues that Augustine, over the course of reflecting on the comparison between teachings on the self in the philosophy of Aristotle and the doctrine of the self in the Psalms, the letters of St. Paul, and other books of the Bible gradually abandoned a dualistic view of the self. 269 pages. UPA. Pub. at $65.00. **$9.95**

- **4681512X THE METAPHYSICAL WORLD OF ISAAC NEWTON: Alchemy, Prophecy, and the Search for Lost Knowledge.** By John Chambers. Examining Newton’s secret writings, the author shows how his brilliance extended into alchemy, spirituality, and a quest to uncover the “corrupted texts” that were both the holy grail and the rocks in the river of his time. A devout Christian, Newton was focused on rediscovering the one true religion that existed prior to the Flood of Noah, when science and spirituality were one. 470 pages. Princeton. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00. **$29.95**

- **4713818 THE NEOPlatONIC SOCRATES.** Ed. by D.A. Layne & H. Tarrant. The name Socrates invokes a powerful idealization of wisdom and nobility that would surprise many of his contemporaries. This is the philosopher for corrupting youth. These essays by leading scholars, make a clear case for the significant place Socrates held in the education and philosophy of late antiquity. 244 pages. Cambridge. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. **$19.95**

- **3902412 THE ART OF CHINESE PHILOsoPHY: Eight Classical Texts and How to Read Them.** By Paul R. Goldin. Provides an unmatched introduction to eight of the most important Chinese philosophical works. Unlike many non-Western philosophy texts, places these works in rich context and explains the origin and meaning of their compelling ideas. 341 pages. Princeton. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. **$19.95**

- **3974472 RADICAL SACRIFICE.** By Terry Riley. Part mystic, part madman, the composer Riley is a figure of crucial importance. Reveals the heart of Riley’s philosophy, places these works in rich context and explains the origin and meaning of their compelling ideas. 341 pages. Princeton. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. **$19.95**

- **3971554 AN IMAGE OF THE SOUL IN SPEECH: Plato and the Problem of Selves.** By Daniel M. Leiter. Examines Plato’s distinctive approach to philosophy by exploring how his literary portrayal of Socrates manifests an essential independence between philosophical and ethical inquiry. 345 pages. Penn State Pub. at $69.95. **$14.95**

- **4659279 THE GOOD ANCESTOR: A Radical Prescription for Long-Term Political Transformation.** By Radclyffe. Undecided about what to do in the face of our political impasse? The author shows how his brilliance extended into alchemy, spirituality, and a quest to uncover the “corrupted texts” that were both the holy grail and the rocks in the river of his time. A devout Christian, Newton was focused on rediscovering the one true religion that existed prior to the Flood of Noah, when science and spirituality were one. 470 pages. Princeton. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00. **$29.95**

- **4742990 EXPLAINING THE COMPUTATIONAL MIND.** By Marcin Michlewicz. Illus. 243 pages. MIT Press. **$45.00**


**Philosophical Essays**

- **4690510 INTRODUCING TIME.** By C. Calomino & R. Eddy. Tackles the question: What is time? and to the whole 5th-century philosopher St. Augustine would not. The authors trace the history of time from Aristotle to Einstein and the conventional time of Poincare, Einstein’s static time, and then to the idea that there is no time in quantum gravity. Well illus. 172 pages. Icon. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. **$3.95**

- **4670899 THE VIRUS IN THE AGE OF MADNESS.** By Bernard-Henry Levy. With medical mysteries, rising death tolls, and conspiracy theories boomed minute by minute through the vast web universe, the coronavirus pandemic has irrevocably altered societies around the world. Levy interrogates the many meanings and metaphors we have assigned to the pandemic, and what they tell us about ourselves. 106 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00. **$17.95**

- **4794490 THE VIRUS IN THE AGE OF MADNESS.** By Bernard-Henry Levy. With medical mysteries, rising death tolls, and conspiracy theories boomed minute by minute through the vast web universe, the coronavirus pandemic has irrevocably altered societies around the world. Levy interrogates the many meanings and metaphors we have assigned to the pandemic, and what they tell us about ourselves. 106 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00. **$17.95**

- **4651359 THE WAY OF BACH: Three Books on the Music and the Piano.** By Dan Moller. By turns witty and thought provoking, Moller infuses this title with insights into music, culture and philosophy alike that will inspire us to not just ask the bigger questions, but to immerse ourselves in what we’re truly passionate about. 210 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95. **$21.95**

- **4697669 SPEAKING OF RACE: How to Have An Antiracist Conversation That Brings People Together.** By Dr. Briana Robinson Miller. 131 pages. The Experiment. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95. **$5.95**

- **3980685 50 PHILOSOPHY IDEAS YOU REALLY NEED TO KNOW.** By Ben Dupe. 208 pages. Quercus. **$6.95**
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Lives &amp; Works of Philosophers</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3934553 HOW TO RUN A COUNTRY: An Ancient Guide for Modern Leaders</td>
<td>By Marcus Cicero, translated by Peter Green</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>390821 THE PHILOSOPHY BIBLE: The Definitive Guide to the Last 3,000 Years of Thought</td>
<td>By Martin Cohen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3940936 GIVE PEOPLE MONEY: How a Universal Basic Income Would End Poverty, Revolutionize Work, and Remake the World</td>
<td>By Annie Lowrey, translated by Joel Schwartz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>468043X ECONOMY: 11 Ways Economics Gets It Wrong</td>
<td>By David Orrell, translated by James O. Rieger</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4745720 CAN DEMOCRACY SURVIVE INFLATION OR CAPITALISM?</td>
<td>By Robert Kuttner, translated by Richard A. Holmes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4702557 PEOPLE, POWER, AND PROFITS: Progressive Capitalism for an Age of Discontent</td>
<td>By Joseph E. Stiglitz, translated by John Williamson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4790110 MONEYGATE: The Inside Story of the Crooks and Kleptocrats Who Rule the World</td>
<td>By John M. Fortier and E. J. Dionne, Jr., translated by Steven Friesen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 GREAT PHILOSOPHERS WHO CHANGED THE WORLD</td>
<td>By Philip Stokes, translated by Amy Stewart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420 pages. Icon. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4701777 THE HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY</td>
<td>By A.C. Grayling, translated by Laura J. Blight</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>541 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $50.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3936391 THE THEORY OF MONEY AND CREDIT</td>
<td>By Ludwig von Mises, translated by John Howard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3911681 THE TEFT OF A DECADE: How the Baby Boomers Stole the Millennials’ Economic Future</td>
<td>By Maurice Isserman and David Boskin, translated by Arthur M. Schlesinger</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4753755 DEATHS OF DESPAIR AND THE Future of Capitalism</td>
<td>By A. Case &amp; A. Deaton, translated by John E. Kottke</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>312 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $27.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIVE PEOPLE MONEY: How a Universal Basic Income Would End Poverty, Revolutionize Work, and Remake the World</td>
<td>By Annie Lowrey, translated by Joel Schwartz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3907244 CAPITALISM IN AMERICA: A History of Ideas and Institutions</td>
<td>By A. Greenspan &amp; A. Wohlforth, translated by John Minchello</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4717142 ZERO HOUR: Turn the Greatest Political and Financial Upheaval in Modern History to Your Advantage</td>
<td>By Harry S. Dent, Jr. translates by Howard S. Brodsky</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 pages of photos, in color. 480 pages. Portfolio. Pub. at $28.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4714768 THE DEFICIT MYTH: Modern Monetary Theory and the Birth of the People’s Economy</td>
<td>By Stephanie Kelton, translated by David E. Henderson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>312 pages. Portfolio. Pub. at $27.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>320 pages. Cambridge University Press. Pub. at $28.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Suggesting for $12.95
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**★ 398328X NOTRE-DAME: The Soul of France.** By Agnes Poitier. The profound feeling that underlies the thought of Notre-Dame in flames opens up questions: Why was everyone so deeply moved? What is it that makes “Our Lady of Paris” the soul of a nation and a symbol of human achievement? To answer these questions, Poitier turns to the defining moments in Notre-Dame’s history. Illus. some in color. 219 pages. Oneworld. Pub. at $26.95

**★ 209X NINETEENTH CENTURY LIGHTING: Candle-Powered Devices, 1873-1883.** By H. Parrott Bacoit. Surveys the candle powered lighting devices used in Northern Europe, the British Isles, as well as those in the Americas, from 1783-1883. This period of just over one hundred years was witness to more inventions, developments and improvements in lighting than during the entire previous history of man. Fully illus. 250 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $93.95

**★ 376340 NOTRE-DAME DE PARIS: History, Art, and Revival from 1163 to Tomorrow.** Text by Antonia Felix. In stunning photographs, this beautiful volume celebrates Notre-Dame through the centuries: its beginnings in 1160 and construction during the Middle Ages; its survival through the French Revolution and two World Wars; its coronation as a symbol of France. From the eighteenth century to the early twenty-first century. Well illus., some in color. 284 pages. Fordham. Pub. at $39.95


**★ 44915X A DAY AT CHATEAU DE CHANTILLY: The Estate and Gardens of the Duke of Aumale.** By M. Delclou & A. Goetz. This richly illustrated volume offers rare access into one of France’s most complete and beautiful stately homes and its world-class art collection, stables, and gardens. Slipcased, 224 pages. Flammarion. 6x9½. Pub. at $35.00

**★ 4757128 ANTIQUITY IN GOTHAM: The Ancient Architecture of New York City.** By Elizabeth MacAulay-Lewis. This first study of “Neo-Antique” architecture applies an archaeological lens to the study of New York City’s structures. In this comprehensive study, the author interprets and analyses how ancient architecture was re-conceived in New York City from the eighteenth century to the early twenty-first century. Well illus., some in color. 284 pages. Fordham. 7¼x10¼. Pub. at $99.95

**★ 4831965 OLD NEW ENGLAND HOMES, 2ND EDITION.** By Stanley Schuler. Through the study of New Englander’s homes, Schuler shares his first-hand knowledge of Yankee architecture. Includes dynamic color photographs, floor plans, and the historical connections of many homes, woven into a comprehensive reference. 224 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $35.00

**★ 3832015 SALTOXX AND CAPE CODE HOMES, REVISED 2ND EDITION.** By Stanley Schuler. Showcases approximately 140 examples of the popular, quintessentially Yankee style of house, half of them antique and half recently built, to show how the styles have evolved, details their features and provides floor plans for numerous examples. Well illus., many in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $29.99

**★ 377265 NOTRE-DAME DE PARIS: A Celebration of the Century.** By Kathy Borus. Chronicles the history of this landmark building, from its impressive architecture and collection of precious artifacts to its presence during major world historical events. Through gorgeous, striking, and rarely seen archival photographs, this volume reminds us all why this building has lodged in the hearts and minds of people around the world. 160 pages. Back Dog Book Publishing. 7x9. Pub. at $25.00


**★ 3999174 WINDSOR CASTLE: Official Souvenir.** By Brian Hartshorne. 64 pages. Scala. 7¾x9¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95

**★ 3743748 THE LANDMARKS OF NEW YORK, SIXTH EDITION.** By Barabarae Diamonstein-Spielvogel. 902 pages. Basic. 6x9¼. Pub. at $20.00

**★ 399668 ADVANCED ARCHITECTURAL MODELMAKING.** By Eva Fasculal I Miro et al. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Norton. 9x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00

**★ 3903664 VERSAILLES.** By Colin Jones. Illus. 211 pages. Basic. 6¼x9¼. Pub. at $25.00

**★ 3996003 BOSTON'S CATHEDRAL: A Glimpse of Heaven.** By Jonathan Early. Well illus., most in color. 128 pages. Scala. 9x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00

**★ 3782818 FROM STATEHOUSE TO COURTHOUSE: An Architectural History of South Carolina’s Colonial Capitol and Charleston City Hall.** By C. R. Lounsbury. Illus. 113 pages. USGP. 6x9¾. Pub. at $19.95

Architectural Surveys

**★ 3825434 30-SECOND ARCHITECTURE.** By Uganda Cebanu Anic et al. Presents you with the foundations of architectural knowledge, explaining each idea using 300 numerous examples. Well illus., many in color. 360 pages. Tuttle. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $39.95

**★ 3896010 THE SMALLER AMERICAN HOUSE.** By Ethel B. Power. The author compiled this wonderful selection of home designs in 1927. She selected works by the era’s most notable architects, including Dwight James Baum, Wallace Neff, Eleanor Raymond, and Henry Allerton Frost. Each example is accompanied by a floor plan, landscape, and exterior and interior images. My Press. 6x7½. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95


**★ 4690283 GEORGE WASHINGTON’S EYE: Landscape, Architecture, and Design at Mount Vernon.** By John Manca. Based on careful study of Washington’s personal diaries and correspondence and on the lively accounts of his generation, the general volume introduces a George Washington unfamiliar to many readers—an avid art collector, amateur architect, and leading landscape designer of his time. 297 pages. Johns Hopkins. 8½x11½. Pub. at $32.95

**★ 397040X MEASURE AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE JAPANESE HOUSE.** By Heino Engel. The fundamental topics featured are the Japanese ordering of space and form, the flexible arrangement of partitions and roofing, structural proportions of house, and the general integrative quality of traditional Japanese architecture. Well illus. 160 pages. Tuttle. 9¼x11. Pub. at $16.99

**★ 3922049 CALIFORNIA BUNGALOWS, FOURTH EDITION: The 1911 Ye Plan Catalog.** Originally published in 1911 as the fourth edition of the Ye Plan Building Company’s catalog, this reproduction features 102 hand-drawn pencil sketches alongside photographs and/or drawings of completed homes that are typical of the early Arts & Crafts Bungalow style. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $34.99

**LIMITED QUANTITY 4741005 KEY HOUSES OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY: Plans, Sections and Elevations.** By Colin Davies. Features colossal architectural projects by such seminal architects as Le Corbusier, Frank Lloyd Wright, Mies van der Rohe, and Alvar Alto, as well as houses by more recent masters such as Tadao Ando and Rem Koolhaas. This explains the significant architectural features and the influences it shows or generated. Includes a CD-ROM with plans and elevations. Well illus., some in color. 240 pages. Norton. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $45.00

**★ 3854337 AMERICAN BARNS AND COVERED BRIDGES.** By Eric Sloane. The author’s beautiful line drawings depict a variety of structures, including Maine barns attached to houses, sturdy Pennsylvania barns made of broad-sided western barns, and tobacco barns in Virginia and North Carolina, and a variety of bridges. Also examines the tools needed to make 112 pages. Dover. 6x9¼. Pub. at $22.95

**★ 3936414 SKYSCRAPER: The Landmark Library.** By Dan Cruickshank. Cruickshank reflects on the extraordinary architectural, artistic, and industrial ingenuity of the 1950s and its great figures such as Daniel H. Burnham, Louis Sullivan and William Le Baron Jenney. This is also the story of Gilded Age Chicago, which burned to the ground in 1871. Illus. 304 pages. Basic. Pub. at $29.95

**★ 3797236 AMERICA’S COVERED BRIDGES.** By T.E. Miller & R.G. Knapp. As many as 15,000 covered bridges were built in North America over the past 200 years, more than remain. The authors tell the fascinating story of these bridges and how they were built and constructed. Each wooden bridge, whether long gone or still standing has a story to tell about the nature of America at the time. Fully illus., many in color. 272 pages. Tuttle. 9x12¼. Pub. at $39.95

**★ 3757819 SKYSCRAPER MANUAL: Builders’ Workshop Manual.** By D. Parker & A. Wynne. Interpreted with with uncommon wit, pith and forthrightness, this reference is fully illustrated with a wealth of stunning photographs and superbly commissioned graphics. The authors also look at how steel, glass, and concrete have forever changed the urban landscape and how contemporary trends in climate change, earthquakes, and terrorism can be mitigated in the way skyscrapers are designed and built. 188 pages. Haynes. 8¼x10. Pub. at $36.95

**★ 3922057 CALIFORNIA MISSON ARCHITECTURE: A Complete History and Sourcebook.** By Jock M. Sewall. With over 800 photos and plans, this resource visually documents rustic, elegant features, architectural designs, and the general architectural significance of twenty-one missions, while also showing precedents and how the missions influenced later American architecture. 366 pages. Schiffer. 12x9¼. Pub. at $75.00
Business

3876616 THE SPACE BARONS. By Christian Davenport. The story of a group of billionaire entrepreneurs who are pursuing their fortunes into the epic resurrection of the American space program. The Space Barons—most notably Elon Musk and Jeff Bezos—have a mission: to launch humanity into the solar system using a Valley-style innovation to dramatically lower the cost of space travel to build a transportation network to the stars. Color photos. 308 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $28.00. $9.95

4680138 TARGETED. By Brittany Kaiser. Packed with stories and insights, Kaiser goes inside the secretive meetings with the Republican operatives, Trump campaign personnel, and international power brokers, and shows how behavioral data collection has forever changed the way America deals with data, our democracy will never be the same again. Color photos. 246 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99. $9.95

4724224 REDEFINING OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE: New Strategies for Maximizing Performance and Profits Across the Organization. By Andrew Miller. Unveils a new way of thinking about operations, and provides a system for pursuing excellence that will enable your company to reap dramatic financial and performance benefits as it moves its way part into the future. 248 pages. AMACOM. Pub. at $24.99. $9.95

3954978 LEGENDARY RANCHES: The Horses, History and Traditions of North America’s Great Contemporary Ranches. By Holly Endersby et al. Targets new readers who have survived as viable range operations into the 21st century, featuring not only their histories and daring people, but also the problems they continue to experience as a result of sheer size, climate, and land use. Includes 40 black-and-white photos. 240 pages. Western Horseman. 8x11¼. Pub. at $34.95 $7.95

C0 3733645 HOW TO USE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES & LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS, REVISED. By Garrett E. Tribble. Learn the benefits of limited liability companies and limited partnerships with this comprehensive information. You’ll learn how to select the right entity for your specific needs and goals; follow the rules to keep your asset protected; have an LLC or an LLP, and many more. Ten hours on 9 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $25.00. $4.95

3911519 KOCHLAND: The Secret History of Koch Industries and Corporate Power in America. By Christopher Leonard. The extraordinary account of how the secretive Koch Industries became one of the largest private companies in the world. This volume tells the ambitious tale of how they went from being a small company to reaping dramatic and influential partnerships with this comprehensive information. You’ll learn how to select the right entity for your specific needs and goals; follow the rules to keep your asset protected; have an LLC or an LLP, and many more. Ten hours on 9 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $25.00. $4.95

4694508 SURROUNDED BY IDIOTS: The Four Types of Human Behavior and How They Drive the Way We Each Do Business (and in Life). By Thomas Erikson. Shares a simple, revolutionary method of understanding the people around you and how you interact with everyone from your coworkers to your spouse. Erikson explains how to identify and interact with each type of person, and the simple four color system allows you to speedily identify a friend or coworker and adjust how you speak and share with them. 282 pages. Harper. Pub. at $17.99. $12.95

★ 3771492 HOW TO BE A LEADER: An Ancient Guide to Wise Leadership. By Plutarch. Writing at the height of the Roman Empire, Plutarch suggested that people should pursue positions of leadership only if they are motivated by “judgment and reason” – not “hastily inspired by the vain passions of man, by desire, or by other meaningful activities.” His wise counsel remains as relevant as ever. Text in English with original Greek text on the facing page. 384 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $16.95. $13.95

4701658 OPTIMAL OUTCOMES: Free Yourself from Conflict at Work, at Home, and in Life. By David Gold-Wetzler. Blends mindfulness, Jungian psychology, and practical step-by-step advice to free anyone from seemingly impossible conflict. Applying these simple methods, Gold-Wetzler shows what Outcome—which may be vastly different from what you originally imagined, but more satisfying than you ever dreamed possible. 225 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99. $7.95

★ 3822605 DON’T BELIEVE EVERYTHING YOU THINK: The 6 Basic Mistakes We Make in Thinking. By Daniel Kida. Offers a lively, informed look at six mistakes we make in thinking. We prefer stories to statistics; we seek confirmation, not to question, our ideas; we rarely apply the principle of “confirmation bias,” and we often mis-interpret the world; we tend to oversimplify; and we have faulty memories. 286 pages. Prometheus. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

4708326 DO IT SPEAKING: 77 Instant-Action Ideas to Build Market, Monetize your Idea, and Do It! By David M. Newman. Reveals the inside track on marketing, positioning, packaging, prospecting, outreach, sales, and how to get more and better speaking gigs on behalf of your company, your brand, and yourself. 208 pages. AMACOM. Pub. at $29.99. $9.95

4708482 INTO THE STORM: Lessons in Teamwork from the Trehawke Sydney Hobart Ocean Race. By Dennis N.T. Perkins with J. B. Murphy. Recounting a heart-pounding tale of teamwork, this account reveals 10 critical strategies for teaming at the edge, as applicable in the workplace as on the high seas. This gripping tale of true-life events over adversity reveals, of the group, working together, can achieve the seemingly impossible. 272 pages. AMACOM. Pub. at $24.95. $9.95

4724100 IGNORE YOUR CUSTOMERS AND THEY’LL GO AWAY. By Micah Solomon. Outlines how to craft a customer service culture that will empower their customers to transform unconvincing messages into compelling copy. 184 pages. AMACOM. Pub. at $18.95. $4.95

CD 3733556 FINANCE YOUR OWN BUSINESS, By G. Sutton & G. Detwiler. By the authors share their proven plan for success on their own. Micro and macro loans, the secrets of micro lenders, how to prepare your own PPM; financing scams to avoid; and more. Seven hours on 6 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $25.00. $5.95

4724267 TARGETED: How Technology Is Revolutionizing Advertising and the Way Companies Reach Consumers. By Mike Smith. An expansive and detailed overview of this breakout phenomenon gives you the knowledge to harness its power for reaching your most promising customers, and standing out in the pages. AMACOM. Pub. at $24.95. $5.95

4724151 LAUNCH YOUR DREAM: A 30-Day Plan for Turning Your Passion into Your Profession. By Dale Partridge. Distills the essence of Partridge’s year-long course into a straight-forward, 30-day course that provides the step-by-step process you need to turn your passion into your profession. 219 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $24.99. $5.95

6972097 SIECURITY WORLD: Inside the Panama Papers Investigation of Illlicit Money Networks and the Global Elite. By Jake Bernstein. Explores political corruption and fraud on a global scale, showing how the superwealthy and celebrities to escape taxes, and how they provide cover for illicit activities by crime bosses and corrupt politicians.

Photos. 335 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00. $7.95

★ 4724715 TEMP: How American Work, American Business, and the American Dream Are Being Hijacked by Louis Hyman. Explains one of America’s most immediate crises and offers concrete ideas for restoring balance between prosperity and stability. Louis Hyman identifies the cause of inequality in our country, and neither is it the rest of the gig economy. The answer goes deeper than apps, and contains the most essential assumptions we need to know how our businesses should work. 386 pages. Viking. Pub. at $23.00. $9.95

4701577 LEADING WITH GRATITUDE: Eight Leadership Practices for Extraordinary Business Results. By A. Gostick & C. Elton. Introduces eight simple ways that managers can enhance their own business. The authors supplement their insights and practical advice with stories of how many of today’s most successful CEOs creatively incorporated gratitude into their leadership styles. 248 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99. $7.95
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**2685890 DIGITAL PAINTING IN PHOTOSHOP: Industry Techniques for Beginners.** Inside this comprehensive manual is everything the budding digital painter needs to know about the customizable Photoshop interface, its efficient tools, essential painting brushes, and complex layer masks. Discover how to interpret photo textures, and generate impressive effects to develop your own incredible artworks. Fully illus. in color. 285 pages. 3DTotal. 0/121T. Paperback. Pub. at $49.95 3775595 4729512 CLINICAL GUIDE TO KILL EVERYBODY: Security and Survival in a Hyper-conquered World, By Bruce Schneier. 319 pages. Norton. Paperback at $27.95 6.95

**3971445 ALEXA FOR SENIORS IN EASY STEPS.** By Nick Vantomme. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. In Easy Steps. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95

**667474 WINN DOWS 10 IN EASY STEPS, 2ND EDITION.** By Mike McGrath. Fully illus. in color. 480 pages. In Easy Steps. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 17.95

**4651286 INTRODUCTION TO GOOGLE CLASSROOM, REVISED EDITION.** By Annie Broek. 72 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95


**3995197 INTRODUCTION TO TEACHING WITH WEBEX.** By M. Jane. 64 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95  PRICE CUT to $7.95

**3953165 THE CIRCLE: A Mathematical Exploration Beyond the Line.** By A. S. Posamentier & R. Geretschler. Describes in layman’s terms the many intriguing properties of this fundamental shape. If math has left you feeling bored, this book will help you appreciate the discipline through one of its most important elements—the circle. Well illus. 349 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $25.00 5.95

**465600X THE STRANGE & INFINITE WORLD OF NUMBERS.** By Tim Seife. If you enjoy puzzles and the ways numbers work, you’ll love this title. Includes 34 conundraums, some of which are unanswerable challenging. If you get stuck, don’t worry because there are answers to help you. This fascinating excursion into the world of numbers is lots of fun and provides an excellent test of your mental agility. Illus. 128 pages. Arcturus. Pub. at $9.95 3994036 STARDARD MATHS: At the Edge of Infinity and Beyond. By D. Darling & A. Banerjee. Join a teenage genius and his teacher as they embark on a delightful journey of dazzling encounters with randomness, infinity, and the unknown. Along with puzzles and paradoxes, this magical introduction to the mysteries of math will inspire first-time voyagers and seasoned illos. 269 pages. One World. Paperback. $5.95

**3948072 SIGNIFICANT FIGURES: The Lives and Work of Great Mathematicians.** By Ian Stewart. The author introduces the visionaries of mathematics throughout history. Delving into the lives of twenty-five pioneering mathematicians, Stewart examines the roles they played in creating, inventing, and discovering the world of mathematics. This volume will educate and delight aspiring mathematicians and experts alike. Photos. 303 pages. Basic. At $19.95


**3781003 PROBLEM SOLVED! The Great Breakthroughs in Mathematics.** By Robert Snedden. From the earliest numbers carved onto bones to the discovery of quantum mechanics and chaos theory, mathematics has certainly come a long way. This volume reveals how these mathematical breakthroughs have brought us to the world we live in today. Readers will marvel at these incredible feats of problem solving brilliance. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Arcturus. Pub. at $14.99 4.95

**4678865 MATH MADE SIMPLE: A Complete Course in Easy Lessons.** By Kate Luckett. Discover shapes and geometry, explore different formulas in algebra, and learn new to present data through step by step explanations and informative diagrams. You’ll be able to test your knowledge with a quiz at the end of each chapter. 112 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 11.95

**3992005 INFINITE POWERS: How Calculus Reveals the Secrets of the Universe.** By John Urschel. How calculus is not about complexity, it’s about simplicity. It harnesses an unreal number--infinity--to tackle real-world problems, breaking down challenges into smaller chunks and reassembling the answers into solutions that feel miraculous. By unveiling the principles of that language, Sirollz makes us marvel at the world anew. Illus. 360 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 12.95

**3975354 THE MOST DIFFICULT MATH TESTS.** By Garrett Moore. This collection of conundrums features 200 brand-new puzzles that are certain to test even the most mathematical of minds. What unites them all is the need for a puzzle solver to draw on their expertise in logic, finesse, and cunning to solve them successfully. Solutions provided. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 9.95

**3817739 PROOF! How the World Became Geometric.** By Amir Alexander. Traces the path of the geometrical vision of the world as it curred its way from the Renaissance to the present, shaping our understanding of our world and our ideals. From the elegant terraces of Versailles to the broad avenues of Washington D.C., and the boulevards of New Delhi and Manila, the geometrical vision has shaped the course of modernity. Illus. 304 pages. Scientific American. Pub. at $23.00 6.95

**4758714 CALLING BULLSHIT: The Art of Skepticism in a Data-Driven World.** By B. Bergstrom & J.D. West. Shows us that you don’t need a lot of technical expertise to call out problems with data. You just need the ability to think clearly and a bit of practice spotting the common tricks used in the way that numbers are presented. The authors give us a set of powerful intellectual tools to identify and refute this quantitative nonsense. Illus. 318 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 12.95

**3991207 THE JOY OF GEOMETRY.** By Alfred S. Posamentier. This discussion will awaken readers to the appeal of geometry by placing the focus squarely on geometry’s visually compelling features and intrinsic elegance. It starts with straight lines, circles, and area could be so interesting? Illus. 152 pages. Prometheus. Paperback. Pub. at $10.95 13.95

**4678942 THE MATHEMATICS LOVER’S COMPANION: Masterpieces for Everyone.** By Edward Scheinerman. Demonstrates that mathematics not only can be entertaining in and of itself, but it can also provide insights into everyday test results to the election of public officials, cryptography, and much more. 274 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 8.95

**3961236 SACRED GEOMETRY: Philosophy & Practice.** By Robert Lawlor. This succinct history sets out the system that determines the dimension and form of man-made and natural structures, from Gothic cathedrals, and other experiments leading from elucidation of simple principles to grasp of the logarithmic spiral. Well illus. 112 pages. 2nd edition. Inner Traditions. Pub. at $19.95 14.95

**3972755 THE ART OF LOGIC IN AN ILLLOGICAL WORLD.** By Eugenia Cheng. For centuries mathematicians have been honing the techniques of logic, a crucial tool for thinking about our world. But logic alone isn’t enough, we humans need emotions too. By using the two side by side, we can think more clearly, communicate more effectively, and achieve a deeper and more compassionate understanding. 304 pages. Basic. Pub. at $16.99 12.95

**3982548 THE MASTER BOOK OF MATHEMATICAL RECREATIONS.** By Fred Schuh. An English translation of Wonderlijke Problemen en Spelletjes door Puzzels en Spel originally published in 1943. Offers fun-filled insights into many fields of mathematics. The brain teaser includes original puzzles and collections of approaches to classic conundrums. Detailed solutions show several methods by which a particular problem may be answered. 430 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 11.95

**4747819 HOW CHARTS LIE: Getting Smart about Numbers.** By Sherry Tchen. A leading data visualization expert explores the negative and positive influences that charts have on our perception of truths. Demystifying an essential tool for our modern data-driven world, this account examines contemporary examples ranging from election result infographics to global GDP maps and box office record charts. 234 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 12.95
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Music by the Numbers:</strong> From Pythagoras to Schoenberg.**</td>
<td>By Eliot J. Rose</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>Princeton</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Magnificent Principia:</strong> Newton’s Masterpiece.**</td>
<td>By Colin Pask</td>
<td>526</td>
<td>Prometheus</td>
<td>$29.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mysteries &amp; Secrets Revealed:</strong> From Oracles at Delphi to Spiritualism in America.**</td>
<td>By Loren Penkaski</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>Prometheus</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Clock Mirage:</strong> Our Myth of Measured Time.**</td>
<td>By Joseph Mazur</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>Prometheus</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Royal Society and the Invention of Modern Science.</strong></td>
<td>By Adrian Timimiwrad</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stephen Hawking’s Science in a Nutshell.</strong></td>
<td>By Florian Fissteinner</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Prometheus</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>De Subtitulate as it appeared in 1560.</strong></td>
<td>By John M. Forrester</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Prometheus</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quantum: Einstein, Bohr and the Great Debate About the Nature of Reality.</strong></td>
<td>By Manjul Kumar</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>Icon Books</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Edison vs. Tesla: The Battle over Their Last Invention.</strong></td>
<td>By J. Martin &amp; W. B. Johnston</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>Skyhorse</td>
<td>$24.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MIRACLE CURE: The Creation of Antibiotics and the Birth of Modern Pharmacy.</strong></td>
<td>By Howard Rose and William C. Rose</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>Norton</td>
<td>$27.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EYE OF THE BEHOLDER:</strong> James Vermeer, Antoni van Leeuwenhoek, and the Reinvention of Seeing.**</td>
<td>By Laura J. Snyder</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>Norton</td>
<td>$27.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Inventions, Researches, and Writings of Nikola Tesla.</strong></td>
<td>By Thomas Commerford Martinian</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>Classics</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rockets &amp; Revolution: A Cultural History of Early Spacelift.</strong></td>
<td>By Michael G. Smith</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>UNE!</td>
<td>$34.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Clock and the Camshaft: And Other Medieval Inventions We Still Can’t Live Without.</strong></td>
<td>By John Morty</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>Prometheus</td>
<td>$19.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Fantastic Inventions of Nikola Tesla.</strong></td>
<td>By David H. Childress</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>Adventures</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Three Views on Creation and Evolution.</strong></td>
<td>By Paul Nelson et al.</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>Atria</td>
<td>$17.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Science &amp; Religion.</strong></td>
<td>By Mark J. Stratton</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>Atria</td>
<td>$17.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Science &amp; the Bible: Modern Insights for an Ancient Text.</strong></td>
<td>By David Instone-Browne</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>Atria</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Quantum Frontier: The Large Hadron Collider.</strong></td>
<td>By Don Lincoln</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>Dog &amp; Leventhal</td>
<td>$24.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Inclusion of Color:</strong> The Science Behind What We See and How We See It.**</td>
<td>By R. DeSalle &amp; H. Bach</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>Pegasus</td>
<td>$27.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Science of Rick and Morty:</strong> The Unofficial Guide to Earth’s Stupidest Shlep, Rotten.**</td>
<td>By Brady Ric &amp; Mory</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>Altra</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Ingenious Patents:** Better Shrap, Ratchet, Wire, Bionic Eyes, and Other Pioneering Inventions.**</td>
<td>By B. Ikenson &amp; J. Bennett</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>Dog &amp; Leventhal</td>
<td>$24.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theoretical:</strong> And Other Medieval Inventions We Still Can’t Live Without.**</td>
<td>By Rick Morty</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>Dog &amp; Leventhal</td>
<td>$24.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Instruments of Discovery: The World’s Greatest Science Devices.</strong></td>
<td>By Paul Nelson et al.</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>Atria</td>
<td>$17.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Science and Evolution.</strong></td>
<td>By David Livingstone</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>Zondervan</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Second Kind of Impossible:</strong> The Extraordinary Quest for a New Theory.**</td>
<td>By Paul A. Steinhardt</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>Sirius</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Biology of Everyday Life.</strong> By Marty Jopson. Jopson addresses conundrums such as: Why do your fingers wrinkle in the bath? Why does thunder rumble? Have you ever wondered why sheep can’t tell time? She has the answer to all of these and many more baffling questions about the chemistry and physics of the things we see every day.**</td>
<td>By Marty Jopson</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>Michael O. Mara</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Special sections and collections. **Updated editions and revised content. ***Latest releases and significant updates.
Insects

- **3800507** THE PRIVATE LIFE OF SPIDERS, by Paul Hilliard. With more than 100 different families and 40,000 individual species, spiders are among the most successful creatures on Earth. Hilliard, a spider expert, takes the reader on a fascinating and richly illustrated tour of the lives of some of the world’s most remarkable spiders. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

- **4995544** THE COMPLETE BEE HANDBOOK. History, Recipes, Beekeeping Basics, and More. The past, present, and future of bees, including their evolution, their ever-critical roles as pollinators, and the ongoing threats to their survival. Th lift and sweet culture of beekeeping, the numerous applications for bee products, and tips for local bee population. Color photos. 186 pages. Rodnikge Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

- **6978622** KAUFMAN FIELD GUIDE TO INSECTS OF NORTH AMERICA. By E.R. Eaton & K. Kaufman. The easiest guide to use for fast identification. Features more than 2,500 color images representing every major group of insects found in North America north of Mexico. Includes a pictorial table of contents, and a wealth of information on insect behaviors. 392 pages. H/HC. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

- **2952645** DRAGONFLIES & DAMSELFIES: A Natural History. By Dennis Paulson. A lavishly illustrated, comprehensive, and accessible natural history that reveals the beauty and diversity of one of the world’s oldest and most popular insect groups. This volume offers a complete guide to the evolution, life cycles, biology, anatomy, behavior, and habitats of dragonflies and damselflies. 224 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

- **3884176** SMITHSONIAN HANDBOOK OF INTERESTING INSECTS. By Gavin R. Broad et al. Drawn from the Natural History Museum, London’s entomology collection, which spans hundreds of years and includes more than 340,000 specimens, here in stunning photographs are some of the most exciting, beautiful, and important pieces in the entirety of the collection. Smithsonian. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

- **5478774** 50 WAYS TO HELP SAVE THE BEES. By Sally Coulthard. Includes important advice and easy lifestyle tips that support our insect friends, the bees. Whether you purchase ethical honey from your local farm stand, commit to mowing your lawn less frequently or grow bee friendly herbs, little things can make a difference. Just ask a bee! 128 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

- **3835131** A SWIFT GUIDE TO BUTTERFLIES OF NORTH AMERICA, SECOND EDITION. By Jeffrey Glassberg. A detailed, comprehensive, and user-friendly photographic field guide to the butterflies of North America, written by the pioneering authority on the identification of butterflies. Incorporates updated and expanded text, maps, and species names, and is beautifully illustrated with more than 3,600 color photographs. 420 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

- **394004X** 500 BUTTERFLIES FROM AROUND THE WORLD. By Ken McCaffery. Introduces butterfly species, subspecies and forms of butterfly from all continents, and from a wide array of climate regions. Stunning color photographs of butterflies in their natural habitat, complement the author’s text and his personal observations. Adult butterflies and on occasion their caterpillars, are illustrated. 528 pages. Firefly. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $18.95

- **3942783** THE MOSQUITO: A Human History of Our Deadliest Predator. By Timothy C. Winegard. A dramatic new perspective on the history of humankind, showing how through millennia, the mosquito has been the single most powerful force in determining the course of human history. The untold saga of the mosquito’s indelible impact on our modern world order. 485 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

- **3918750** HOW INSECTS WORK: An Illustrated Guide to the Wings, Flight and Function—from Antennae to Wings. By Marianne Taylor. Goes beyond the typical field guide to show us not only what insects look like, but how they work. Detailed photographs of super high-resolution, “hyper-real” color photographs of bugs and insects, magnified by 500 percent or more. Each insect name is listed into five main languages, and is paired with sculptured close-up images. 220 pages. Neues. 10x12¼. Pub. at $55.00 $39.95

- **3969380** THE WORLD ENCYCLOPEDIA OF BUTTERFLIES & MOTHS. By Sally Morgan. This authoritative reference guide to butterflies and moths profiles 565 individual species, with concise information on identification, distribution, habitats, food, wingspan and individual characteristics. 50 species are illustrated with beautiful artworks and additional photographs of caterpillars or variable wingings. 256 pages. Lorenz. 8x11¼. Pub. at $25.00 $19.95

- **3974379** A PLEA ESCOPE OF BUTTERFLIES: A Celebration of Britain’s 99 Species. By Jonathan Bradley, photos by Y. Kalfayan. There are 50 species of British butterfly and each one deserves a couple of stunning photographs, some interesting facts about its life cycle and a poem, evoking the fascinating lives of these lovely creatures and the emotions that they can bring. 416 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $26.00 $21.95


- **387270X** UNDERBUG: An Obsessive Tale of Termites and Technology. By Lisa Margonelli. 303 pages. P/S. Pub. at $27.00 $17.95


- **3798935** WEIRD BUTTERFLIES & MOTHS. Text by R. Demartin, photos by J. Marini. Firefly. Pub at $19.95 $15.95


Fishing & Hunting

- **3727811** 250 AMAZING FISHING TIPS: The Best Tactics and Techniques to Catch More Fish. By Lawrence Underwood. Focusing on the most popular freshwater game fish, the seasoned angler espouses all the essential tips that he has picked up, and his experience on the water. His techniques are applicable to rivers and streams, estuaries and inlets, bays, beaches, and offshore. Illus. 162 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95
Fishing & Hunting

3858170 SHOOTER’S BIBLE, 110TH EDITION. Ed. by Jay Cassell. With a timely feature on the most popular products on the market, and complete with color and black and white photographs featuring various makes and models of firearms and equipment, this guide is an essential reference for anyone with a firearm, collector, gun, or hunter enthusiast. 608 pages. Skyhorse. 8½x11¾. Paperback. $29.95 $7.95

3893224 FLORIDA ENCHANTMENTS, 10,000 Water Classics. By A.W. & Julian A. Dimock. This stunning gold-embossed collector’s volume, with gilt-edge pages is a fishing-centered travelogue through the waters of Florida in its golden days. It’s a piece of history and a classic. Illus. 318 pages. Derrydale. Pub. at $65.00 $4.95

2542276 THE TRACKER’S TRACKBOOK: How to Identify and Trail Any Animal, Anywhere. By Len McDougall. Profiles more than 20 different animals, including the new world moose, American elk, and white-tailed deer. Each section is given into fine detail, including the habitat and range, foods, mating and seasonal habits, tracks, scat, signs, and vocalization of the animals. Well illus., many in color. 351 pages. Skyhorse. $27.95 $7.95

3741500 ACA’S BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO FLY CASTING: Featuring the Twelve Casts You Need to Know. By John L. Field. Whether learning to fly fish in fresh or saltwater, Field’s expertise is sure to have you casting like a pro before you know it. With expert instructions accompanying diagrams and fun drills, this guide will help the next generation of flyfishers participate in this wonderful sport. 107 pages. Skyhorse. $29.99 $9.95

3787656 BUTCHERING DEER: A Complete Guide from Field to Table. By Peter J. Fiduccia. This manual starts with tips on shooting the right deer, shot placement, and recovery, and how to properly age venison. Fiduccia covers all phases of field dressing, skinning, butchering, and proper cutting. Also includes a section on the best ways to prepare and cook venison with quick and easy recipes. Well illus. in color. 246 pages. Skyhorse. $16.99 $5.95

3849317 SHOULD THE TENT BE BURNING LIKE THAT? A Professional Amateur’s Guide to the Outdoors. By Bill Heavey. A look at all of Heavey’s best columns and publications. Whether the subject, his humorous tales are odes to the notion that enthusiasm is more important than intellectualism, and the enduring power of the natural world. 263 pages. Atlantic Monthly. $25.00 $5.95

3878907 SHOOTER’S BIBLE GUIDE TO CONCEALED CARRY, 2ND EDITION. By Brad Fitzpatrick. Delivers poignant tips and provides valuable information with an updated and expanded firearms section, to familiarize you with firearms so you can gain the confidence you need to protect yourself in the worst of situations. Well illus. in color. 196 pages. Skyhorse. $19.99 $9.95

2831866 FIELD & STREAM THE BEST AMERICAN HUNTING STORIES. Ed. by Anthony C. Gajer. From thrilling stories of wilderness survival to fascinating tales of vanishing traditions, Field & Stream collects the best hunting stories from today’s turkey writers for a collection that is modern yet timeless. Includes stories by Bill Heavey, Rick Bass, Phil Caputo, and many others. 251 pages. Willow Creek. $9.95 $4.95

3810361 CAMP DIARY. By Robert C. Hitch. Ed. by Vint T. Cunningham. Let these champions show you how to put together a simple wind-reading tool box for calculating wind speed, direction, deflection, and drift. Also learn how to use these tools to read flags and mirage, record and interpret your observations, and time your shots to compensate for wind. Well illus., some in color. 132 pages. Skyhorse. $11.95 $7.95

673524X THE GREATEST HUNTING STORIES EVER TOLD. Ed. by Vin T. Sparano. A collection of true hunting tales, told by some of the most courageous and clever sportmen. Included here are the experiences of Teddy Roosevelt, Jack O’Connor, J.C. Rickhoff, Frank C. Hibben, and many more. A must for all hunters and armchair adventurers. 263 pages. Skyhorse. $24.99 $9.95

3920682 MAKING A RATTAN BOW. By L. Schilling & M. Wiotzka. This fully illustrated guide walks you through the making of seven bow designs with step by step instructions. Sections include creating the bow profile, tillering, leather grips, shaping the handle, making wood overlays for the tips, and much more. 112 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11½. Paperback. $24.99 $9.95

382683X HANDGUN HUNTING: A Comprehensive Guide to Choosing in Big and Small Game. By Kat Ainsworth. Examines all the game one can hunt in North America, from bears and deer to rabbits and coyotes, with a multitude of top guns in a chapter that covers the habits and habitats of each game animal, recommended firearms, techniques and tactics, shot placement, and much more. Well illus. in color. 303 pages. Skyhorse. $25.95 $9.95

5967759 ADVANCED GUNSMITHING: A Manual of Instruction in the Manufacture, Alteration, and Repair of Firearms. By W.F. Vickery. This technical resource offers in-depth explanations on different gun making and repair, the cutting of the most effective files, each detailed in its own chapter, with step by step instructions, materials lists, and variations. Well illus. in color. 132 pages. Lyons. Paperback. $18.95 $4.95

2906214 SURVIVAL KNIVES: How to Choose and Use the Right Blade. By James Morgan Ayres. Learn how to choose survival knives, and how to use the tools and weapons you can make with the knife—not only in the wilderness, but also in urban areas, foreign countries, and disaster zones such as earthquakes, floods, fires, and civil insurrections. Well illus. in color. 161 pages. Skyhorse. 8½x11¼. Paperback. $17.99 $5.95

3895714 FISHING THE PACIFIC Blue Water Classics. By S. Kip Farrington, Jr. This stunning gold-embossed collector’s volume is a collection of stories about fishing the Pacific, from witnessing fish to catching an eight foot Pacific sailfish. Illus. 297 pages. Derrydale. $65.00 $7.95

3954634 BIG GAME AT SEA: Blue Water making. By Charles Frederick Holder. First published in 1908, this stunning gold-embossed binding and gilt-edged pages is filled with stories of adventure, engagement and expertise, written by an early advocate of the notion of using lighter tackle on large fish. Illus. 352 pages. Derrydale. $85.00 $7.95

3957306 FISHING ROUND THE WORLD: Blue Water Classics. By Leonard J. McCormick. This stunning gold-embossed collector’s volume, with gilt-edged pages is a collection of stories from McCormick who literally fished around the world. Illus. 307 pages. Derrydale. $85.00 $7.95

3788777 THE POCKET HUNTING & FISHING GUIDE. Loaded with pertinent details and advice to follow advice, this is the guide all sportmen should carry when they head outdoors. 126 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. $8.95 $4.95


3853467 FEATHER CRAFT: The Amazing Birds and Feathers Used in Classic Salmon Fly Tying. By Frank Forest. Originally published in 1865, this manual offers a first photographic and illustrated guide to the unusual and beautiful feathers used in salmon fly patterns guides you through tying sixteen complete fly patterns, with over 650 complete step by step photos. 272 pages. Stackpole. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. $49.95 $9.95

3972003 THE FEATHER BENDER’S FLYTYING TECHNIQUES: A Comprehensive Guide to Classic and Modern Trout Flies. By Jerry B. Ord. This guide is written for those of modest experience to those with more advanced skills. The author’s intention is to focus on certain important elementary techniques, and then share some of his favorite contemporary twists on old, tried and true techniques. With step by step instructions so that you can tie your own fly in no time. Fully illus. in color. 296 pages. Skyhorse. $26.99 $11.95

3811034 THE BUCKS CAMP LOG, 1916-1928: The Wisconsin Deer Camp Diary. Ed. by Marjorie Williams. Here are the last days of the Wisconsin woods as the tradition continued today. With orignal illustrations and step by step instructions, this guide is an essential authority for any beginner or novice to everything out doors. Willow Creek. $16.95 $4.95

4685008 ADVANCED CUSTOM ROD BUILDING. By Dale C. Clevernic. Explains all of the principles necessary for making a rod that is superior to anything off the rack, and provides all the instructions necessary for the custom builder who wants to build the perfect rod. Designed step by step, this guide is an indispensable companion for any serious angler. Well illus. 348 pages. Skyhorse. $29.95 $9.95

4887131 OUTDOOR LIFE THE ULTIMATE SHOOTING SKILLS MANUAL. By John B. Snow with C. Christian. Whatever you’re shooting whether it’s a trickle-out M190, a old air rifle, or a custom skuet gun, the experts at Outdoor Life have the knowledge, skills and confidence to take you to the next level. Fully illus. in color. Willow. $29.95 $12.95

3955915 THE TROUT BUCK: A Complete Anglers Guide Book. By Frank Sargent. Packed with the nation’s leading trout guides and light tackle anglers, this is a must-read for all who pursue the spotted weakfish, or seatout, throughout the coastal waters of America. Well illus. 196 pages. Larsen’s. Paperback. $17.99 $12.95

* 3919277 GUNS AND GUNMAKING TOOLS OF SOUTHERN APPALACHIA, SECOND EDITION: The Story of the Kentucky Rifle. By John Rice Irwin. The people of the Appalachian mountains are known as gun makers and use the Kentucky and related firearms and the supplies that go with them, both in the past and as the tradition continues today. Well illus. 118 pages. Schiffer. $12.95 $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/850
Horses & Horsemanship


378777X THE HORSEMAN’S GUIDE TO THE MEANING OF LIFE, SECOND EDITION. By Don Hurst. Drawing from decades of familiarity with thousands of horses and horsemen, the author distills and shares his wisdom in a folksy yet instructive format. Hurst tells us in the profound and entertaining reflection on his life and craft, “the horse will tell you everything if you take the time to pay attention.” 138 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

3787931 THE ULTIMATE BOOK OF HORSE BITS, 2ND EDITION: What They Are, What They Do, and How They Work. By Emily Esterson. This guide will answer all your questions on horse bits. The author goes into detail about all kinds of equine mouth-ware and how each of them is constructed. She also explains how and why each works in the context of what the rider wants to accomplish. The answer to rider problems will be found throughout these pages. Well illus. in color. 165 pages. Skyhorse. 8 1/4 x 11 inches. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

3911845 THE SPORTING HORSE: In Pursuit of Equine Excellence. By N.J. Swinney & Langrish. A glorious celebration of the athletic abilities of these beautiful animals, and the unique relationship that has evolved between horse and rider. What the horse has done for centuries, horse and man have achieved a lasting synergy—nowhere else is this more evident than in the sporting arena. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. White Lion. Hardcover. Pub. at $44.95 $37.95


389222X THE ART OF HORSEMANSHIP. By Xenophon. A republication of the work originally published in 1893. An accompanied cavalryman and one of the foremost scholars of his day, Xenophon was a student of Socrates. Equestrians and other horse lovers as well as military history buffs and students of Greek culture will find this a treasury of practical tips and enlightened observations. Illus. 187 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $8.95


3953254 COWBOYS & BUCKAROOS: Trade Secrets of a North American Icon. By Chris Breyer. Over 100 color images document authentic working cowboys as they perform their daily tasks. Illustrated with information on million-acre mountain and desert ranching, in huge feudal ranching on the Great Plains, and on family ranching operations scattered from Texas to British Columbia. 176 pages. Western Horseman. 8x10 inches. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $9.95

3955664 RENEGADE CHAMPION: The Unlikely Rise of Fitzrada. By Richard R. Rust. The story of Jane and Fitz, who in 1946 found themselves at the Jumper Championship of America at the prestigious National Horse Show in Madison Square Garden—the highest jumping title in the world. The road there for Jane and rider was a five year test of faith, patience, and understanding friendship. Photos. 299 pages. Taylor. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

★ DVD 2910187 WILD MUSTANGS! This breathtaking film will pull you up close and personal with these beautiful and magnificently powerful animals. Watch as they go about their daily routine untamed and free spirited. You’ll see all sizes and colors of wild mustangs in this family friendly video of one of nature’s greatest creations. 65 minutes. WVMW. DVD. Pub. at $16.95 $14.95

3896471 THE RING BIT: History, Form, & Function. By Donald Minzenmayer. A definitive reference and history on the ring bit, considered by some as one of the most humane and effective bits for horses examples of early Moorish and Arab ring bits, as well as 16th-century Spanish bits. An ideal resource for collectors, horse riders and trainers, and historians. Fully illus. 190 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $45.00 $14.95

★ 3893682 HORSE, FOLLOW CLOSELY: Native American Horsemanship. By GaWahi Pony Boy. Illustrates the traditional training methods of the author’s Native American ancestors. America’s first great horsemen who trained not only to domesticate the animal but to create a bond for life. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Companion House. 9x11 inches. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

★ DVD 3946967 HORSEMANSHIP. Scottish born Leonie Baker brings a wealth of international experience and expertise to this video program which includes three parts. The Fundamentals, English Riding, and Riding & Jumping Basics. 120 minutes on two DVDs. Education 2000. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

4691695 LEGENDS, VOLUME 2: Outstanding Quarter Horse Stallions and Mares. By Jim Goodhue et al. The second volume of the series focusing on outstanding quarter horses stallions and mares. Well illus. 190 pages. Western Horseman. 8 1/4x11 inches. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95 PRICE CUT to $9.95


★ 3883604 OF WOMEN AND HORSES: A Personal History of the Magical Bond. By Rachel Algyer et al. Once again author and horse trainer GaWahi Pony Boy has gathered an array of extraordinary stories from women who share their stories. Offers horse owners and aficionados a glimpse of a richly rewarding and age-old bond between human and horse. Fully illus., in color photographs. Provides 9x11 inches. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95 PRICE CUT to $19.95


3864162 HORSE WOMEN: Strength, Beauty, Passion. Compiled by Melissa Sovey. 96 pages. Willow Creek. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95


Farm & Domesticated Animals

4676580 PROVEN TECHNIQUES FOR KEEPING HEALTHY CHICKENS. By Carissa Smith. The basics of keeping chickens. Bonham offers advice ranging from how to grow your flock using a broody hen to directions for making a nesting box herb blend that will keep pests at bay. Her approach to chicken keeping is happy and healthy using natural methods, which she shares here with her readers. Fully illus. in color. 229 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

3959598 CHICKEN FACT OR CHICKEN: The Chicken Whisperer’s Guide to the Facts and Fictions. By Andy Schneider. Every chicken keeper wants to do what’s best for their flock, but with the overwhelming amount of information currently available, it’s hard to know what’s true. The author guides you through the facts and fiction of keeping backyard and urban chickens today. Illus. in color. Quarry. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $3.95

4702018 RABBITS: The Animal Answer Guide. By S. Lumpkin & J. Seidensticker. This informative guide is the one resource you will need to learn about the rabbit’s anatomy and physiology, behavior, care, and survival. Fully illus. in color. 235 pages. Johns Hopkins. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $6.95

5985472 THE JOY OF KEEPING GOATS: The Ultimate Guide to Dairy and Meat Goats. By Laura Childs. A small farm owner offers this unique guide on how to care for the loveable goat. Covering everything from selecting breeds to making goat cheese, it is perfect for anyone interested in learning more about these multi-purpose animal companions. Color photos. 234 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

3914580 AN INTRODUCTION TO HERITAGE BREEDS: Saving and Raising Rare-Breed Livestock and Poultry. By Jeanette Beranger et al. Explore the origins and characteristics of hundreds of heritage breeds to find animals well suited to your needs and goals. You’ll be preserving genetic diversity for future generations while benefiting from resilient livestock. Illus. in color. 239 pages. Storey. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95

3811042 COW TAILS & TRAILS: A Fun & Informative Collection of Everything Cow. By Andra K. Donner. This lighthearted but informative collection is packed with North American cow facts and trivia. Both dairy and beef cows are thoroughly discussed and illustrated. 119 pages. Thorndike Press. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

3954862 IN PRAISE OF CHICKENS: A Compendium of Wisdom Fair and Fowl. By Jane S. Smith. An lavishly illustrated and informative guide is the one resource you will need to know what’s true. The author guides you with the overwhelming amount of information currently available, it’s hard to know what’s true. The author guides you with the overwhelming amount of information currently available, this is the resource you can use to find animals well suited to your needs and goals. You’ll be preserving genetic diversity for future generations while benefiting from resilient livestock. Illus. in color. 192 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/850
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3867266 HOW TO RAISE CHICKENS FOR MEAT: The Backyard Guide to Caring for, Feeding, and Butchering. By Michelle Marine. Divided into four easy to navigate sections—information on breed specifics, care and feeding, butchering, and cooking—this book is written with delicious tips and true farm to table recipes to impress even the most doubtful family member. Well illus. in color, 145 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ 387086X CLICK WITH YOUR CHICK: A Complete Chicken Training Course Using Clicker Training by Georgia Keyes. Teach your chicken to understand, connect, and bond with your chickens; follow step by step positive training methods using a clicker, practice cues, and discover what all your chickens are thinking. Well illus. in color, 224 pages. I-5 Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 3882596 CHICKEN EGGS: How to Raise, Care, & Harvest. Focuses on chicken husbandry from the vantage point of egg production, providing expert instruction how to optimize laying, choose chicken breeds based on egg color, and even affect the flavor of your eggs while caring for happy, healthy hens. Features beautifully illustrated, top egg-laying breeds. 176 pages, I-5 Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


3997650 HOW TO RAISE GOATS, REVISED: Everything You Need to Know. By Carol Amundson. Well illus. in color. 200 pages. Voyageur. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95
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★ 3871014 THE GOAT: A Natural & Cultural History. By Sue Weaver. Provides a comprehensive, illustrated introduction to the cultural history of the goat, featuring clear and engaging text plus infographics, diagrams, and stunning color photographs. Weaver includes a photographic directory of eight popular breeds. 224 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $27.95 $22.95

★ 3885151 GOATS: Small-Scale Herding. By Sue Weaver. Delivers essential information on choosing, breeding, and tending goats while also offering fascinating and fun facts. Comprehensive discussions, full color charts will ensure your success. 160 pages. CompanionHouse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 3883440 CHICKENS, SECOND EDITION: Tending a Small-Scale Flock. By Sue Weaver. A single cow, a cow family, or a herd of dairy cows that need facilities, can live a healthy, contented life right in your back yard. This beginner’s guide provides information on choosing a breed, developing cow sense, caring for cattle, milking, processing your dairy milk, making cheese, and even riding steers. Well illus., many color in color, 234 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

★ 3893535 BUTCHERING CHICKENS: A Guide to Humane, Small-Scale Processing. By Adam Danforth. This guide provides the tips and tricks you need to succeed with chickens on your hobby farm or in your home and yard. From hens to roosters, from layers to broilers, Weaver covers all of the essentials. Fully illus. in color, 243 pages. CompanionHouse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

3824373 THE BACKYARD COW: An Introductory Guide to Keeping a Productive Family Cow. By Sue Weaver. A single cow, a cow family, or a herd of dairy cows that need facilities, can live a healthy, contented life right in your back yard. This beginner’s guide provides information on choosing a breed, developing cow sense, caring for cattle, milking, processing your dairy milk, making cheese, and even riding steers. Well illus., many color in color, 234 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95


2808724 DOGS AND THEIR PEOPLE. By BarkPost. Community sourced and filled with never before seen photos, stories, and intimate sights, this collection spotlights more than two hundred unique and adorable dogs. But this isn’t just a book about dogs, it’s about how people’s love for their pets illustrates the crazy consuming, unconditional love we feel for them. 275 pages. Pullam. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95

3825647 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ANIMALS. By Camilla de la Bedoyere. Explore the incredible animal kingdom, from microscopic invertebrates to the biggest creature that ever lived. Anatomy, Evolution, Breeding, Diet, and many more are covered in fascinating detail. Complete with detailed, concise information and hundreds of illustrations and photos. 384 pages. Miles Kelly. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95 $16.95

DVR 3801872 ELEPHANT: 50 Eyewitness Stories from Fullerston. Traces the impressive history of the greatest mammal to walk the Earth. Through war, pageantry, agriculture, and exploration, the elephant has played a role in the shaping of human history, and has become one of the most cherished, yet endangered, animals in the world. Narrated by Martin Sheen. 62 minutes. Dorling Kindersley.

3893235 CHILDREN’S LETTERS FROM THE DOG. By Paul Amelchenko. Colorful, funny letters to the dogs at a local Humane Society written by children. Some wrote about their favorite things like pizza and ice cream. Underpants. Others wrote about their most unlovable things like sisters, allergies and haircuts.

3984060 ONCE A WOLF: The Science Behind Changing Genetic Evolution. By Bryan Sykes. A thrillingly told story of the canine genetic journey that likely began when a human child decided to adopt a wolf cub thousands of years ago. Follows the full array of modern genetic technology, Sykes identifies clues in the recently mapped genetic makeup of both species and reveals the dog as our ancient wild ally. Photos. 290 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $27.95 $8.95

★ 3807932 TALKING TO ANIMALS: How You Can Understand Animals and They Can Understand You. By Jon Katz. This bestselling author offers us deeper insight into animals and the tools needed for effectively communicating with them. By better understanding their animal instincts, recognizing they are not mere reflections of our own human emotions and neuroses, we live happily and safely in our shared world. 220 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $12.95

3976947 GRAVE SECRETS OF DINOSAURS: Soft Tissues and Hard Science. By Philip Manning. What seemed at first glance a solid but routine find in the Hell Creek Formation in Montana in 1990, would soon reveal itself to be one of the rarest of all specimens—a dinosaur mummy, perhaps the finest and most complete example ever unearthed. Photos. 316 pages. National Geographic. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

★ 3842084 UNDER THE CHINOOK ARCH. By H.W. Gustafson. These hilarious stories of life as a Montana veterinarian takes readers across a realistic, down-to-earth funny range. This collection of 32 tales is a must-read for animal doctors, animal lovers, cowboys, and anyone who has only imagined ranch life. Photos. 107 pages. Falcon. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

3931048 ANIMALS ARE PEOPLE TOO: An Adorable Animal Emotion Thesaurus. Ed. by Kate Avino. An irrepressible collection of additional photos and photography showcasing human emotions such as: pure bliss, sweet solace, extreme bitterness, wild glee, utmost sorrow, extreme adoration, and everything in between. Odd Dot. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

3986341 THE WORLD OF PALEONTOLOGY: 50 Eyewitness Stories from the World of Paleontologists. By Martin Sheen. 52 minutes. Dorling Kindersley. DVD

4687336 HOW THE ZEBRA GOT ITS STRIPES: Darwinian Stories Told Through Evolutionary Biology. By Leo Grasset. Deploying the latest scientific research and his own extensive observations in Africa, Grasset offers answers to many curious questions about evolution. Prepare to be fascinated, shocked, and delighted. By the end you will know never to hug a Hippo. Experiences, the world of paleontologists and the real life dinosaurs and dead. Narrated by Martin Sheen. 52 minutes. Dorling Kindersley.
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3861738 FROGS: Inside Their Remarkable World. By Ellyn Beitz. A comprehensive look at the history of the frog, its anatomy and environment, its place in the natural order of things and the threats that are seriously reducing its numbers around the world. More than 125 color photos illustrate the amazing range and diversity of this fascinating creature. 175 pages. Firefly.

383431X AMERICAN WOLF: A True Story of Survival and Obsession in the West. By Kate Blakeley. Tells the gripping story of one of the wolves of Yellowstone, S-O-Six, a charismatic alpha female named for the year of her birth. As she raises her pups and protects her pack, she is challenged on all fronts by hunters, cattle ranchers, and other Yellowstone wolves varying for control of 300 pages. Cron. Pub. At $28.00.

3945639 DOWN FROM THE MOUNTAIN: The Life and Death of a Grizzly Bear. By Bryce Andrews. Descending into valleys where once they were king, bears find the landscape they’ve known for eons utterly changed by the humans who’ve known for eons utterly changed by the. 128 pages. Firefly.

3954889 INCREDIBLE HORSE TALES. By Jessie Shiers. Throughout history, horses have been our partners in struggle and triumph. In this selection of stories, both fact and fiction, thrilling tales of equestrian adventure spring to life. 183 pages. Lyons. Paperback. At $12.95.


3744906 CONFESSIONS OF A VETERINARY NURSE: Paws, Claws, and Puppy Dog Tails. By Tracey Ison. Tracey’s dream of working with animals became a reality in 1986 when she secured a training position at a local veterinary practice. Assisting in the hospital for one and a half years of occupation, and months of fighting between ISIS militants and government forces, the Mosul zoo was one of the few outdoor attractions still standing in Iraq’s second city. When the regimen finally came, the city, its people and the zoo were on their last legs. This is the true story behind the amazing rescue of the animals of the Mosul zoo. Color photos. 383 pages. Forbes.

3975795 WAR ANIMALS: The Unsung Heroes of World War II. By Robin Hutton. Tells the heartwarming stories of the dogs, horses, mules, pigeons, and one cat, who did their bit for the war effort. Many of the animals volunteered beloved family pets and farm dogs to aid in the war effort. The shining loyalty and courage of these heroes is a testimony to the unbreakable bond between man and the animal world. Regnery. Pub. At $29.99.

3904446 FOREST CATS OF NORTH AMERICA. By Jerry Kobalenko. Tribute to the wild cats that roam our North America, interweaving fact and anecdote, legend and natural history to create a lively, informative record of the continent’s elusive felines. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Firefly. 8½x11. Paperback. At $19.95.


3819380 ANIMALS ARE PEOPLE TOO! Alan Thicke and his faithful golden retriever Marty share their voices with A. Tomasselli. A veterinarian cares for an orphaned baby hedgehog and connects with her in a way he’s never connected with another animal. In this life affirming story of a man and his hedgehog, we learn that there’s no such thing as too small an act if it’s done out of compassion and love. 16 pages of color photos. 184 pages. Falcon. Paperback. At $9.75.


3971051 WILD MAN FROM BORNEO: A True Story of Survival in the Wild. By Robert Cribb et al. The first comprehensive history of the human- orangutan encounter, beginning with the scientific discovery of the red ape more than three hundred years ago. The authors offer a thorough analysis of the origin of the name “orangutan,” and trace how the ape has been recruited. Illus. 318 pages.


3970778 THE FIRST DOMESTICATION: Birds and Humans Coevolved. By R. Pierotti & B.R. Fogg. In this fascinating work, the authors change the narrative about how wolves became dogs and, in turn, humanity’s best-friend. Rather than recount how people mastered and tamed an aggressive, dangerous species, they describe coevolution and mutualism. Illus. 326 pages. Yale. Paperback. At $38.00.


3913878 A HANDFUL OF HAPPINESS: How a Prickly Creature Softened a Prickly Heart. By Alan Thicke and his faithful golden retriever Marty share their voices with A. Tomasselli. A veterinarian cares for an orphaned baby hedgehog and connects with her in a way he’s never connected with another animal. In this life affirming story of a man and his hedgehog, we learn that there’s no such thing as too small an act if it’s done out of compassion and love. 16 pages of color photos. 184 pages. Falcon. Paperback. At $9.75.


3926818 DINOSAUR TRACKS: The Next Steps. Ed. by Peter L. Falkingham et al. The latest advances in dinosaur ichnology are showcased in this comprehensive and timely volume, in which leading researchers and research groups cover the most essential topics in the study of dinosaur tracks. Well illus. in color. 418 pages. InUP 9x11/4. Paperback. At $40.00.


3808335 BATS: An Illustrated Guide to All Species. By Marianne Taylor. In detail at more than 1,300 bat species known today, Nocturnal, fast flying, and secretive, they are extremely difficult to observe and catalog. This guide illuminates the world of bats and reveals their true nature as intelligent, social, and deeply fascinating creatures. Well illus. in color. 400 pages. Smithsonian. Paperback. At $39.95.

3864626 THE LAST WILD WOLVES: Ghosts of the Great Bear Rainforest. By Ian McAlister with C. Darrin. This intriguing volume describes the author’s experiences following two wolf packs, one that dominates the extreme outer coastal islands and another on the north coast of the British Columbia, and another that lives farther inland in the heart of the temperate rain forest. His compelling text is illustrated by over one hundred vivid photographs of the wolves. 192 pages. Greystone. 10¼x11. Paperback. At $24.95.

3808335 BATS: An Illustrated Guide to All Species. By Marianne Taylor. In detail at more than 1,300 bat species known today, Nocturnal, fast flying, and secretive, they are extremely difficult to observe and catalog. This guide illuminates the world of bats and reveals their true nature as intelligent, social, and deeply fascinating creatures. Well illus. in color. 400 pages. Smithsonian. Paperback. At $39.95.
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**4684672** BEARS: Stunning Photographs of All the World’s Species. By Thomas Jackson. Presents an outstanding collection of captivating photographs of all eight species of Bears—the American and Asian black bear, the polar bear, panda, brown bear, sun bear, spectacled bear and the sloth bear. Divided into chapters showing each type. Jackson reveals how they live, hunt and breed. 224 pages. Amber Books. 9¼x12. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**3679503** MAMA’S LAST HUG: Animal Emotions and What They Tell Us About Ourselves. By Frans de Waal. A fascinating exploration of the rich emotional lives of animals, beginning with Mama, a chimpanzee matriarch who formed a deep bond with biologist Jan van Hooff. Her story and others like it show that animals are not the only species with the capacity for love, hate, fear, shame, guilt, joy, disgust, and empathy. Photos. 326 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 $12.95

**4702492** MAMA’S LAST HUG: Animal Emotions and What They Tell Us About Ourselves. By Frans de Waal. A fascinating exploration of the rich emotional lives of animals, beginning with Mama, a chimpanzee matriarch who formed a deep bond with biologist Jan van Hooff. Her story and others like it show that animals are not the only species with the capacity for love, hate, fear, shame, guilt, joy, disgust, and empathy. Photos. 326 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 $12.95

**3860450** MAMMALS OF NORTH AMERICA, SECOND EDITION. By R.W. Kays & D.E. Wilson. Offers beautiful and accurate color illustrations of all 462 species of mammals found in the United States and Canada; 112 color plates; key identification information, easy to read range maps, and illustrations of tracks, scent, and whale and dolphin dive sequences. 248 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

**3860485** THE PRINCETON FIELD GUIDE TO DINOSAURS, 2ND EDITION. By Gregory S. Paul. This stunningly illustrated, and comprehensive volume includes detailed species accounts of all the major dinosaur groups as well as nearly 700 color and black and white illustrations–skeletal drawings, life reconstructions, and other illustrations that depict the full range of dinosaurs. 360 pages. Princeton. 8¼x11%. Pub. at $35.00 $27.95

**4753844** HOW TO WALK ON WATER AND CLIMB UP WALLS: Animal Movement and the Robusts of the Future. By David R. Webb. A fascinating, wondrous journey into the world of animal motion. From basement labs at MIT to the rain forests of Panama, Hu shows how animals have adapted and evolved to traverse their environments, taking advantage of physical laws with results that are startling and ingenious. Illus., some in color. 228 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

**3860493** THE PRINCETON FIELD GUIDE TO PREHISTORIC MAMMALS. By Donald W. Johanson. This comprehensive and beautifully illustrated volume provides an up to date guidebook to hundreds of extinct species, from sabertoothed cats to giant mammoths; features a wealth of color illustrations; demonstrates evolution in action; and explains how mass extinctions and climate change affected mammals, including why some mammals disappeared. 240 pages. Princeton. 8¼x11%. Pub. at $35.00 $27.95

**4699122** THE ARCTIC, EDITION 4: A Guide to Coastal Wildlife. By Tony Soper. Packed with fascinating facts, this field guide makes an engaging and indispensable companion both on board ship and ashore, and this fully updated edition now includes additional species such as the Arctic hare, sandhill crane and willow grouse. Well illus. in color. 168 pages. Bradt. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95 $6.95

**4712668** BEAVERS. Widescreen. This look at beaver family and their aquatic habitat puts a remarkable perspective on these amazing creatures’ emotions. Discover exactly what beavers do and how they affect their ecosystem. As you experience their day to day lives, you gain an appreciation for the impressive architecture that surrounds them. 31 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**4649249** LOST ANIMALS: Extinct, Endangered, and Rediscovered Species. By Charles Russell. Tells the story of life on Earth by documenting the species that have emerged and disappeared over countless millennia. Beautifully illustrated with artist interpretations, fossils, and scientific drawings, this is the biggest, the smallest, and the fastest theropods. This one of a kind compendium features more than 3,000 records, covers 750 theropod species, and includes detailed species accounts from dinosaur anatomy, ecology, behaviors, diversity, and more. 393 pages. Smithsonian. 9¼x11%. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**2885891** TOO BIG TO WALK: The New Science of Dinosaurs. By Brian J. Ford. In this remarkable new volume, a renowned biologist reveals that dinosaurs were, in fact, profoundly different from what we believe, their environment was unlike anything we have previously thought. Ford brings together some amazing discoveries in this controversial new field, including life of feathers, or scales, if you are an old-school dinosaur lover. 16 pages of colorful photos. 516 pages. William Collins. Pub. at $29.99 $14.95

**3934680** PRIMATES OF THE WORLD. By Jean-Jacques Petter, illus. by F. Desbois. This beautifully illustrated guide provides a complete overview to the world’s nearly 300 species, from the feather-light and solitary pygmy mouse lemurs of Madagascar to the regal mountain gorillas of Africa. This is the most comprehensive and up to date resource to the world’s primates. 186 pages. Princeton. 8¼x10%. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

**4736524** NEW ON EARTH: Baby Animals in the Wild. By Suzi Eszterhas. From spectacular images of newborn cheetahs on the African savanna to brown bear cubs seeing the world for the first time in the Alaskan wilderness, explore intimate moments in the lives of baby animals with one of the world’s leading wildlife photographers. 350 pages. Earth Aware. Pub. at $27.50 $21.95

**3875482** TALKING WITH BEARS: Conversations with Charlie Russell. By G.A. Bradshaw. An intimate portrait of one of Russell’s philosophy of nature, which evolved over the 76 years he graced this planet. Accompanied by stunning photographs, this volume is written in narrative form, each of the chapters describing some facet of Charlie’s philosophy and experiences through the stories of individual bears and what they taught him. 251 pages. Rocky Mountain Books. Pub. at $32.00 $24.95

**3935643** WILD INDIANS: An American Story. With over 1.2 billion people, India is the second-most populated country in the world. Surprisingly there’s even room for wildlife. Take a photographic journey to discover the wildlife wonders and extreme landscapes of the Indian subcontinent in all their diversity and beauty. 264 pages. Papadakis. 12¾x10¼%. Pub. at $50.00 $37.95

**D V D 4738284** AMAZING JOURNEYS. From the distant reaches of a hidden Mexican village to the sunny, warm surf beaches of the Galapagos, wings of a butterfly and dive into the depths of the oceans with a coastal whale to experience awe-inspiring life and death migrations. Witness some of nature’s most incredible spectacles. 39 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95


**3992292** DINOSAUR FACTS AND FIGURES: The Sauropods and Other Sauropodomorphs. By R. Molina-Perez & A. Larramendi. An essential compendium of sauropod facts and figures—from the biggest and the oldest to the smallest and the latest. It covers every known species and features more than 2,000 diagrams and technical drawings along with hundreds of full-color reconstructions of specimens. 272 pages. Princeton. 9¼x12. Pub. at $29.95 $22.95

**301488X** DINOSAUR FACTS AND FIGURES: The Theropods and Other Dinosauriforms. By R. Molina-Perez & A. Larramendi. A stunningly illustrated volume of records for these marvelous creatures, the biggest, the smallest, and the fastest theropods. This one of a kind compendium features more than 3,000 records, covers 750 theropod species, and includes detailed species accounts from dinosaur anatomy, ecology, behaviors, diversity, and more. 291 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95 $24.95

**3860515** PTEROSAURS: Natural History, Evolution, Anatomy. By Mark P. Witton. The most comprehensive resource on pterosaurs ever published, this volume features some 200 illustrations including original paintings by the author; covers every known species and major group of pterosaur diversity; detailed dinosaur anatomy, ecology, behaviors, diversity, and more. 291 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $55.00 $27.95

**3860337** BOVIDS OF THE WORLD: Antelopes, Gazelles, Cattle, Goats, Sheep, and Relatives. By Jose R. Castello. This highly acclaimed guide covers all 279 species and subspecies of bovids described to date, and offers detailed accounts that describe key identification features, distribution, subspecies, life history, color, reproduction, and conservation status. Includes easy to read distribution maps. Illus. in color. 664 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $55.00 $24.95

**2863685** CARNIVORES OF THE WORLD, SECOND EDITION. By Luke Hunter. This highly acclaimed guide covers all 250 species of terrestrial, true carnivores, from lawmakers like bears and bears to the tiny weasel. Features 93 color plates that depict every species and numerous subspecies, as well as more than 400 drawings of skulls and footprints. 256 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

**4753313** BLACK BEARS: A Natural History. By Dave Taylor. People fear them, laugh at them, hunt them, test to see them and some have welcomed them and learned to live with them. This volume explores all of these aspects of the natural history of black bears. Taylor seeks to provide a balanced portrait of North America’s most recognized carnivore. Well illustrated with maps, illus. in color. 247 pages. Fitzhenry & Whiteside. 8½x11. Pub. at $40.00

**3823539** CLOUD’S LEGACY, REVISED EDITION: The Wild Stallion Returns. By Ginger Kathrens. Based on the best-selling and beloved book of the same title, this beautifully illustrated volume is sure to be a hit with anyone who has been following Cloud’s story. And for new readers who are meeting Cloud for the first time, be prepared to fall in love with the majesty of the Arrowheads and the wild horses who live there. 160 pages. CompanionHouse. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
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492677X BENISSART DINOSAURS AND EARLY CRETACEOUS TERRESTRIAL ECOSYSTEMS. Ed. by Pascal Godefroit. The early Benissart discoveries of 1878 are the stepping-off point for this comprehensive overview of one of the most significant research on Iguanodon and other denizens of the Cretaceous ecosystems of Europe, Asia, and Africa. Well illus. 630 pages. Illus. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $49.95

专著 BACK THE BEAVER: The Story of One Man’s Quest to Rewild Britain’s Waterways. By Derek Gow. Alongside stories detailing the ups and downs of rewilding beavers, Gow makes the passionate case as to why the return of nature’s great problem solvers will be critical as part of a sustainable fix for the UK’s growing flooding and drought problems, while ensuring that they can enable the biodiversity of small animal clinic. Wisdom he imparts on his readers includes the best way to give your cat a pill and how to prevent your dog from opening the fridge.

专著 THE ACCIDENTAL VETERINARIAN: Tales from a Pet Practice. By Philipp Schott. With insight and humor, Dr. Schott shares tales from the uniquely path he took into his career of veterinary science and anecdotes from his successful small animal clinic. Wisdom he imparts on his readers includes the best way to give your cat a pill and how to prevent your dog from opening the fridge.

专著 BRINGING BACK THE BEAVER: The Story of One Man’s Quest to Rewild Britain’s Waterways. By Derek Gow. Alongside stories detailing the ups and downs of rewilding beavers, Gow makes the passionate case as to why the return of nature’s great problem solvers will be critical as part of a sustainable fix for the UK’s growing flooding and drought problems, while ensuring that they can enable the biodiversity of small animal clinic. Wisdom he imparts on his readers includes the best way to give your cat a pill and how to prevent your dog from opening the fridge.

专著 CATS VS DOGS: Misbehaving Mammals, Intellectual Insects, Flatulent Fish and the Great Pet Showdown. By Max Black. From the seemingly trivial to the downright baffling, this volume reveals the animal kingdom as you’ve never seen it before. 244 pages. Illus. 218 pages. ECPub. Pub. at $25.00

专著 ON BEING A BEAR: Face to Face with Our Wild Sibling. By Remy Marion. Drawing on history, legends, science, and anecdotes, Marion travels the world to get a better understand of bears around the world. Marion offers a richly detailed biography of these iconic animals. Drawings. 236 pages. Greystone. Pub by $24.95

专著 394532 BEACH JACKALS. Widescreen. Threatened by the guns of Southern Africa’s farmers, some black-backed jackals have found a new shelter in a restricted and arid area: Namibia’s Skeleton Coast. By following a few remarkable individuals over the course of four years, the team has crafted an intimate portrait of an evolving environment. 45 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95

专著 MERCY FOR ANIMALS: One Man’s Quest to Inspire Compassion and Improve the Lives of Farm Animals. By Nathan Runkle with G. Stone. Photos. 320 pages. Avery. Pub. at $27.00


专著 4687566 NATURE’S TREASURES. Fullscreen. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $29.98

专著 WEIRD FROGS. By Chris Earley. 64 pages. Firefly. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

专著 JAMES HERRIOT’S ANIMAL STORIES. 145 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $18.99


专著 ANIMALS GONE WILDER! NATURE. Qustar. Pub. at $19.99


专著 SUPERNAVIGATORS: Exploring the Wonders of FROGS AND TOADS OF THE WORLD. By Bruce L. Smith. 176 pages. UPCo. Pub. at $6.95


专著 PATH OF THE PUMA: The Remarkable Resilience of the Mountain Lion. By Enrique L. Smith. 176 pages. UPCo. Pub. at $34.95


专著 IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF THE CHAPMAN’S PARROT. By David Barrie. Illus. 301 pages. The Experiment. Pub. at $25.95


专著 WHERE SONG BEGAN: Life of the Mockingbird. By R. Lederer & C. Burr. This absorbing reference uncovers the secrets behind more than 3,000 scientific bird names. It also delves into bird song and sheds light on the discoveries of ornithologists: one debunked the myth that robins sing because they are happy, while another found that bird-song is regionally distinct. Illus. in color. 224 pages. Timber. Pub. at $24.95

专著 LATINO認 TO OVERCOME: The Meaning of Birds. By Bonnie Louise Kuchler. Willow Creek. Pub. at $14.95

专著 MAKING US MAMMALS. By Derek Gow. Alongside stories detailing the ups and downs of rewilding beavers, Gow makes the passionate case as to why the return of nature’s great problem solvers will be critical as part of a sustainable fix for the UK’s growing flooding and drought problems, while ensuring that they can enable the biodiversity of small animal clinic. Wisdom he imparts on his readers includes the best way to give your cat a pill and how to prevent your dog from opening the fridge.

专著 THE HOUSE OF OWLS. By Frank Michler Chapman. Originally published in 1897, Chapman’s field guide still provides insightful observations about dozens of species of birds native to North America. He describes species from an amateur’s perspective, and regards bird anatomy, migratory patterns, mating habits, and habitat choice. Well illus.


**4725891** DISCOVERING BUGS ACTIVITY BOOK. By Kelly Gauthier, illus. by J. Csetorny. With over 20 unique critter profiles from the common European earwig to the Goody sapphire tarantula and the Vietnamese milk snake, this page scientifically-accurate, full-page illustrations are packed with flying, digging, and skittering bugs so detailed they make even the toughest page. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Silver Star. Spiralbound. Pub. at $4.99 **$3.95**

**4659724** HUMAN BODY: Discovery Plus. By Anna Claybourne. Turn these pages, lift the flaps, and spin the wheels to life with 50 unforgettably ferocious prehistoric parade. Ages 7-12. Fully illus. in color. 62 pages. Welbeck. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 **$7.95**

**3943801** MY FIRST BOOK OF DINOSAUR STORIES. By C. Veitch & F. Bromage. Get ready to meet lots of dinosaurs and their friends! This collection of adventures is ideal for little dinosaur fans. Children will love the simple storylines and bright illustrations. Ages 3-5. 384 pages. Miles Kelly. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 **$12.95**

**3894499** SHARKS: Predators of the Sea. By Anna Claybourne. Fierce, fast, and amazing there’s so much to learn about these incredible creatures. Discover how rays use electricity to find prey. Find out how the cookie-cutter shark got its name; and find out what’s so amazing about a shark’s skeleton with this fascinating examination of the shark. Ages 9-12. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.99 **$12.95**


**3942414** BUG LAB FOR KIDS. By John W. Guyton. A collection of more than 40 fun activities for exploring the exciting world of arthropods, which make up more than 80% of all animals on earth. This informative guide teaches young bug enthusiasts how to find, interact with, and collect arthropods safely. Ages 7-11. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Quarry. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 **$19.95**

**4748113** DINOSAUR NUMBER CRUNCH. By Kevin Pettman. Get all the facts, figures, and amazing information about dinosaurs and have them right at your fingertips with this easy-to-read, fact-packed overview of everything dinosaur. Ages 8-11. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Barron’s. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 **$8.95**

**3969908** AWESOME KITCHEN SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS FOR KIDS. By Morgan Olivia Hall. Bring the excitement of scientific investigation to your kitchen with a heaping helping of 50 experiments that you can really sink your teeth into. From flaming cheese pizzas to solar powered s’mores, discover tons of deliciously fun ways to explore science. Ages 5-10. Illus. 194 pages. Raintree. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95 **$11.95**

**4671278** THE LITTLE BOOK OF WOODLAND BIRD SONGS. By A. Pinnington & C. Buckingham. Birds can be hard to spot at the best of times especially in the woods, so let this soundbook and your ears do the work instead. No walk in the woods will be the same again! WARNING CHOKING HAZARD Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. Firefly. Pub. at $19.95 **$15.95**

**3861767** CREATURES CLOSE UP. By Gillian Watts, photos by P. Martin. Hyper-realistic images bring the face to face with exotic creatures captured with such sharpness and brilliance they appear to leap from the page. You’ll see animals from the Madagascar rainforest such as electric eels, geckos, and lizards, as you’ve never seen before. Ages 5-8. Tiger Tales. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**3991687** NOISY ANIMALS: My First Touch and Feel Sound Book. By Libby Walden. Touch and feel the animals on every page of this interactive and sturdy board book. Packed with appealing photographs, fun facts, tactile textures, and exciting animal sounds! Ages 3-6. Tiger Tales. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**


**2837887** SMITHSONIAN EXPLORATORIUM OF NATURE. By Karyn Gerhardt et al. A remarkable visual reference for kids that explores the natural world in stunning detail and allows young readers to see nature as they never have before. From fish to forests, from mammals to marsupials, from sea to salamanders, this extraordinary volume is the perfect tool for curious minds. Ages 9-12. 360 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10x12. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 **$14.95**

**3943721** FANTASTIC ANIMAL FACTS. Ed. by Carly Blake et al. Provides children with over 800 fantastic animal facts from deadly dinosaurs to endangered animals. With spectacular illustrations, photos and captions there are quizzes, puzzles and activities to try. Ages 8 & up. 384 pages. Miles Kelly. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95 **$19.95**

**3943720** FANTASTIC EARTH FACTS. Ed. by Carly Blake et al. From fact-finding fossils to harsh habitats children will discover all kinds of features that make up Earth. With over 800 facts, spectacular illustrations and some fascinating facts, puzzles and activities to make learning about our incredible planet fun. Ages 8 & up. 384 pages. Miles Kelly. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95 **$19.95**

**3943747** FANTASTIC SCIENCE FACTS. Ed. by Carly Blake et al. From exciting inventions to speed machines, children will discover 800 fantastic science facts. With spectacular illustrations, photos, and cartoons, there are also quizzes, puzzles and activities, that make learning science fun and exciting. Ages 8 & up. 384 pages. Miles Kelly. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95 **$19.95**

**4674774** THE PREHISTORIC TIMES: The Newspaper for Discerning Dinosaurs. Text by Stella Gurney. Packed with some amazing science facts, and amazing activities, this newspaper is a must-read for every modern dinosaur—or kid who likes dinosaurs! Ages 8-10. Fully illus. 32 pages. Frances Lincoln. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 **$6.95**

**5983579** THE Fearsome WORLD OF DinosAURS. By Pat Jacobs. Meet some of the most incredible creatures to have walked on Earth! From leggy leaf eaters to reptiles that ruled the skies, mean killing machines to creatures with musical crests, you’ll discover a new beast with every turn of the page. Press out sections to create your own prehistoric parade. Ages 7-12. Fully illus. in color. 62 pages. Welbeck. Pub. at $19.95 **$14.95**

**4727236** SUPERSIMPLE PHYSICS: The Ultimate Bite-Size Study Guide. Ed. by Kayla Dugger. Whether you’re a keen physicist just looking to get top grades, this comprehensive resource has it covered. For grades 6-10. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 **$16.95**

**4688872** ORGANIC CHEMISTRY FOR BABIES. By C. Ferrie & C. Florance. Simple explanations of organic chemistry for your very young scientist. Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color. Sourcebooks. Pub. at $9.99 **$7.95**

**3945197** FIZZING PHYSICS: Science Crackers. By Steve Parker. Discover the incredible facts behind color, sound, and energy in this collection of amazing images, fascinating facts, and cool cartoons for budding scientists who want to understand the physical world. Ages 8-12. 32 pages. QEB Publishing. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 **$4.95**

**3945199** CRACKLING CHEMISTRY: Science Crackers. By Steve Parker. Learn about the exciting world of atoms and materials and how we use them every day in this collection of amazing images, fascinating facts, and cool cartoons, for budding scientists who want to understand the chemical world. Ages 8-12. 32 pages. QEB Publishing. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 **$4.95**

**3945909** ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SPACE: Explore the Solar System and Beyond. By Steve Parker. Discover the wonder of our Universe, from vast galaxies, supernova explosions and black holes to the search for extra terrrestrial. Hundreds of amazing photographs and crisp clear information reveals the science of space travel, incredible findings by famous astronomers and much more. Ages 7 & up. 384 pages. Miles Kelly. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95 **$19.95**
4569597 ANIMAL RECORD BREAKERS, by Steve Parker. There are millions of animal species on Earth living everywhere from the tips of mountains to the depths of the ocean. This fun resource reveals the most fantastic facts about the amazing creatures that share our planet. Ages 8 & up. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $6.95.


3903028 HOW TO BE GOOD AT SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING, by JOSEPHINE KAPLAN. Fully illus. in color. 120 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $6.95.


4662970 CAT WHYS. By Lila Prap. Fully illus. in color. NorthSouth. Pub. at $17.95. $5.95.


4658256 CANOEING IN THE WILDERNESS. By Henry David Thoreau. The eastern hernock has played a unique role in structuring national policies and forest movements, from Nova Scotia to Wisconsin and the Appalachian Mountains to North Carolina, Tennessee, and Alabama. These essays offer an appreciation of the beauty, power, and mystery of the wilderness. Illus. 208 pages. William & Matthew. Pub. at $17.95. $4.95.

3934726 PILGRIM AT TINKER CREEK. By Annie Dillard. Tells the dramatic story of the year the novelist spent in Virginia's Blue Ridge valley, where she discovers astonishing incidents in nature. This collection of essays reflects what she found. 290 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95.

3952746 WILD AT HEART: America’s Turbulent Relationship with Nature, from Exploitation to Stewardship. By Richard Louv. Full color. With little forethought and great greed, Americans killed the last passenger pigeon, wiped out old-growth forests, and dumped so much oil in rivers that they burst into flame. This beautifully written account shows that we can learn from the past, and that our choices today will determine whether nature survives in the future. Photos. 342 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99. $6.95.

4670082 SPILLING WATER: Messages of Hope for Earth’s Most Precious Resource. Ed. by Irena Salina. The authors include a broad range of people from varied disciplines who have contributed their hearts and minds to creating greater awareness of and conserving Earth’s freshwater supply including Christine Todd Whitman, Fred Pearce, Sheikha Kupur, and others. 304 pages. NorthSouth. Pub. at $19.99. $6.95.


3977889 DAWN AGAIN: Tracking the Wisdom of the Wild, by Doniga Markegard. Through the Pacific Northwest forests to the Alaskan tundra and along the rugged coast of California, this is a memoir of exploration and survival from a stunning new voice. 316 pages. NorthSouth. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. $14.95.


3957233 ADVENTURES IN EDIBLE PLANT FORAGING: Finding, Identifying, Harvesting, and Preparing Native and Invasive Wild Plants. Written with foragers in mind, this guide includes recipes for soups, salads, muffins, desserts, and more. It must have for anyone looking to save money and plan their food in advance. Illus. 159 pages. NorthSouth. Pub. at $12.95. $5.95.


4676513 EDIBLE MUSHROOMS: Safe to Pick, Good to Eat. By B. Forsberg & S. Lindberg. Presents forty different mushroom species and delicious ways to eat. The authors illustrate how each mushroom grows, the environments where one can expect to find them, the ways in which they may vary from one specimen to the next, and fully illus. in color. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $5.95.

3980898 HEMLOCK: A Forest Giant on the Edge, by David R. Foster. The eastern hemlock has played a unique role in structuring national policies and forest movements, from Nova Scotia to Wisconsin and the Appalachian Mountains to North Carolina, Tennessee, and Alabama. These essays offer an appreciation of the beauty, power, and mystery of the wilderness. Illus. 208 pages. William & Matthew. Pub. at $17.95. $4.95.


3787885 THE PREPPER’S POCKET COMPANION: How to Prepare for the End of the World. Know It. By Kate Rowinski. With this handy and instructive guide, you will learn what to do before, during, and after any disaster, big or small. Using ten easy steps, you’ll learn the basics of creating a foolproof plan; storing water and food; cooking off the grid; short-term and long-term self-sufficiency; and more. Well illus. in color. 179 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $5.95.


3827429 100 SKILLS YOU’LL NEED FOR THE END OF THE WORLD (AS WE KNOW IT). By Ana Maria Spagna. Whether you’re preparing for a shipwreck, economic collapse, a zombie attack, or catastrophic climate change, Spagna has covered it all in this quirky collection of essential skills for a brave new world—from blacksmithing to building a keyboard from a violin to brewing beer to tightening your own skills! Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $3.95.

3867287 SURVIVAL PREPPING: A Guide to Hunkering Down, Bugging Out, and Getting Out of Dodge by Peter Adams. The world is full of possible threats, and they seem to be coming at us from all sides these days. The author covers everything you need to know to prepare for your family’s safety and get ready to leave if the worst happens. Adams shares plans for every scenario, safety tips, and checklists for getting the right supplies for emergency situations. Illus. in color. 248 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $3.95.
The image contains a list of books with brief descriptions and details about their publishers and prices. These books cover a variety of topics including meteorology, computer science, evolution, natural history, and survival techniques. The text is dense and contains many terms related to these subjects. The books are listed in a straightforward manner, with each entry including the title, author(s), publisher, format, pages, and price. The descriptions are concise, providing enough information for a reader to make an informed decision about purchasing the book.
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Us About the Science of Healthy Eating.


BAD DIVES! The 13 Most Harmful Foods. By D. Raubenheimer &
J. Behnsing. Offers more than 140 mouth-watering recipes loaded with
vitamins, minerals, antioxidants, and other key nutrients that fight the
effects of aging, prevent disease, and help you feel your best every day. Specific recipes protect your heart, brain, bones,
and fat-burning benefits they are seeking. 192 pages. Fair
Tribole & E. Resch. Create a healthy relationship
between your kitchen, shopping, and cooking, you'll find
simple, satisfying recipes, you can help

Eat to Beat Illness: 80 Simple, Delicious Recipes Inspired by
the Science of Food as Medicine. By B. Bonville. The authors, two internationally
best-selling author reveals the scientifically proven foods and food
groups that prevent illness, and teaches us how to use food as a powerful

Eat to Beat Illness: 80 Simple, Delicious Recipes Inspired by
the Science of Food as Medicine. By B. Bonville. The authors, two internationally
best-selling author reveals the scientifically proven foods and food
groups that prevent illness, and teaches us how to use food as a powerful

3970655 EAT TO BEAT ILLNESS: 80 Simple, Delicious Recipes Inspired by the Science of Food as Medicine. By B. Bonville. The authors, two internationally
best-selling author reveals the scientifically proven foods and food
groups that prevent illness, and teaches us how to use food as a powerful

proven to help you lose weight naturally and maintain it for the rest of your life. With this doctor-approved plan that's quick and

3798171 FAST FOOD GENOCIDE. By Joel Fuhrman with R.B. Phillips. Drawing on 25 years of clinical experience and research to
confront our fundamental beliefs about the impact of what we eat, Dr. Fuhrman identifies
the urgent problems. Fast food kills, and it leaves behind a wake of destruction creating millions of medically dependent people. Here he
offers a life-changing plan that can save your life. 342 pages. HarperOne. Pab. at $27.99

4682814 DIABETIC COOKING MADE EASY: A Beginner's Guide to Healthy Meals at Home. By American Diabetes Association. Contains the information you need to get started and help you
more confident in the kitchen. In addition to tips and guidance on meal planning, equipping your kitchen, shopping, and cooking, you'll find

3752370 THE HYPOTOCIC KETOGENIC DIET. By Olivira Chariot. Low in carbohydrates and high in fat, this groundbreaking
ketogenic diet offers the perfect formula for healthy eating for optimum well being. This essential guide answers all your questions and shows you how to start, featuring key foods and

4721655 PLANT-BASED HEALTH BASICS: Nourish Your Body & Brain with Grains, Vegetables, Beans, Nuts, and More. Whether you are completely vegan or just want to add a few more vegetables to your diet, this collection of nearly 90 delicious disease-combating recipes with easy to find ingredients is your complete guide to eating for wellness. Includes fifty superstar foods, and a food arsenal to

4688066 INTUITIVE EATING: A Revolutionary Program That Works. By E. Trioli & E. Resch. Create a healthy relationship
between your kitchen, shopping, and cooking, you'll find
simple, satisfying recipes, you can help

4696638 KETO: A Woman's Guide. By Tasha Metcalf. One size does not fit all when it comes to low carb diets. People who need to
control it and maximize its profound impact

4710333 THE SWITCH: Ignite Your Metabolism with Intermittent Fasting, Protein Cycling, and Keto. By James W. Clement. Backed by a wealth of scientific
data and featuring a gallery of guidelines to follow, this book deciphers the science of autophagy (achieved during intermittent fasting) and teaches you how to control it and maximize its profound impact

4396061 21-DAY ARTHRITIS DIET PLAN: Nutrition Guide and Recipes to Fight Osteoarthritis Pain and Inflammation. By Ana Reisdorf. Gives you essential information on the root cause of osteoarthritis plus a specialized Meal-by-Meal diet plan that's quick and
easy to make. From Garlic Steak with Warm Spinach Salad to Balsamic-Glazed Pork Tenderloin, this recipe collection can get you on the path to managing inflammation and pain. Illus. 162 pages. Reader's Digest. Paperbound. Pab. at $17.99

4685926 VEGAN INTERMITTENT FASTING: Lose Weight, Reduce Inflammation, and Live Longer—the 16:8 Way. By T. Fritson. In this
completely plant-based program and guide to 16:8 fasting, you'll unlock all the benefits of fasting while still eating the foods you love withouthunger. Included are over 100 balanced, plant-based recipes and guided exercises to boost your fasting plan's effectiveness. Color photos. 278 pages. The Experiment. Paperbound. Pab. at $19.95

4697324 GET OFF YOUR SUGAR: Burn the Fat, Crush Your Cravings, and Go from Stress Eating to Strength Eating. By Darya Goliof. Along with tips for customizing his plan to get you off sugar, Dr. Goliof includes using clean and intermittent fasting to tune up your metabolism, along with sixty-five craving-stopping recipes to help you get started. Seven days to detox, 21 days to crush your cravings, and a lifetime of satisfying eating. 306 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pab. at $14.95

4746309 72 REASONS TO BE VEGAN: Why Plant-Based, Why Now. By G. Stone & K. Freston. You can adopt a vegan diet and enjoy everything from a healthy gut to glowing skin to better sex, ward of Alzheimer's, type 2 diabetes and other metabolic diseases; and take a meaningful stand against climate change and animal abuse. This guide shows how. 200 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pab. at $14.95

690405X FOODS THAT FIGHT CANCER, REVISED: Preventing Cancer Through Diet. By P. Bracht & M. Flatt. In this
in-depth exploration, guides cancer and how certain foods are the most effective against specific cancers. These powerful cancer-fighting foods also help to strengthen the body as it undergoes cancer therapies and during the recovery process. Improve your odds with this powerful tool. Illus. in color. 278 pages. Firefly. Paperbound. Pab. at $29.95

4694719 THE PSORIASIS DIET COOKBOOK: 100 Healthy Recipes to Soothe Your Symptoms. By Kellel Blake. Based on maximizing whole, savory ingredients and minimizing the intake of triggering foods, this book gets health


3969061 21-DAY ARTHRITIS DIET PLAN: Nutrition Guide and Recipes to Fight Osteoarthritis Pain and Inflammation. By Ana Reisdorf. Gives you essential information on the root cause of osteoarthritis plus a specialized Meal-by-Meal diet plan that's quick and

See more titles at erhbc.com/850

$12.95

397863X PRIMAL NUTRITION. By Ron Schmid. Blending the wisdom of traditional eating patterns with modern scientific knowledge. Dr. Schmid explains how to create your own common-sense primal tailored to your specific needs and to rebuild health and longevity. 356 pages. Healing Arts. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

$5.95

3978656 THE SLOW DOWN DIET: Eating for Pleasure, Energy, & Weight Loss. By Mark David. Focusing on quality and the possibilities of pleasure in eating to transform and improve metabolism, an expert focuses on the power of intention. Helps readers to explore their unique connection to food, assisting them in letting go of their fears, guilt, and habits so they learn to treat food with love. 196 pages. Avery. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

$5.95

★ 382339 Holistic KETO for Gut Health: A Program for Resetting Your Metabolism. By Kristine Greer McGarvey. Provides a one of a kind approach for optimal digestive health. The author recommends appropriate foods, supplements, and contemplative exercises for gut healing and maintaining optimal health, including 80 scrumptious recipes. The plan is designed to satisfy even the pickiest of eaters. This guide gives you the tools necessary to achieve sustainable well being. 272 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

$13.95

Blu-ray 47775xX EATING YOU ALIVE: Widescreen. How and why we eat is the cause of the chronic diseases that are killing us, and changing what we can eat can save our lives one bite at a time. Featuring Suzy Amis Cameron, James Cameron, Penn Jillette, and Samuel L. Jackson. 108 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $7.95

★ 3823008 10-DAY CELERY JUICE CLEANSE. By H. Ebeleth and K. Adams. Discover the amazing benefits of adding celery juice to your daily intake. Includes 3-day juice cleanse and a 7-day juice and soup cleanse, each packed with the healthy ingredients you need to make you feel like a new person. 96 pages. Aster Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99

PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ 3878813 THE LONGEVITY DIET: Slow Aging, Fight Disease, Optimize Weight. By Valter Longo. The culmination of 25 years of research on aging and disease across the globe, this unique fasting-mimicking diet (FMD) lays out a simple plan for living longer through nutrition. Used on average three times per year and for only five days at a time, in order to lower how much and how much more fulfilling life. 300 pages. Avery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

★ 2927926 EAT TO BEAT DISEASE: The New Science of How Your Body Can Heal Itself. By William Li. Forget everything you thought you knew about food and discover the new science of how your body heals itself. With this guide you’ll learn to identify the strategies and dosages you need to maintain a healthy, balanced lifestyle, and disease. Dr. Li’s plan shows you how to integrate the foods you already love into any diet or health plan to activate your body’s health defense system. 468 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $30.00

PRICE CUT to $17.95

★ 4690974 THE NUTRITIONIST’S KITCHEN: Transform Your Diet and Discover the Healing Power of Whole Foods. By Carly Knowles. Offers an approachable guide that includes the latest science and nutrition recommendations to help you restore balance and promote optimal health and wellness. Use the seasonal guidelines chart to identify your unique constitution and align your diet and lifestyle more holistically with the current research, and 50 nutrient-dense recipes. Color photos. 256 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

PRICE CUT to $14.95


$12.95


PRICE CUT to $11.95


$9.95


★ 3808157 WHAT TO EAT WHEN: A Strategic Plan to Improve Your Health & Life Through Food. By M. F. Roizen & M. Crupain. 351 pages. National Geographic. Pub. at $28.00

$5.95


$4.95

3747581 THE BAD FOOD BIBLE: How and Why to Eat Sinfully. By Aaron Carroll. 234 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

PRICE CUT to $9.95


PRICE CUT to $9.95


PRICE CUT to $11.95

Exercise & Fitness

3903516 JUST YOUR TYPE: The Ultimate Guide to Eating and Training Right for Your Body Type. By Phil Catudal with S. Colino. Explains how you should work with your natural born body type to do the optimal combination of cardio, strength training, and flexibility exercises—and consume the right proportion of macro nutrients for your physique. This guide helps you tailor your workout to your body’s form; includes an individualized workout chart tailored to your body shape and composition. Illus. 223 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

★ 4661567 YOUNGER, FITTER, STRONGER: The Revolutionary 8-Week Fitness Plan. By Jean Brooks. Specially developed by this celebrity trainer, this revolutionary exercise and nutrition plan focuses on progressively harder and higher intensity workouts that boost exercises, burn fat better, and stimulate production of testosterone and human growth hormone. Includes eight-week program. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99

$16.95

★ 4653447 STRENGTH TRAINING FOR BEGINNERS. A 12-Week Program to Get Lean and Healthy at Home. By Bubba Hunt. Features detailed breakdowns of every exercise, tips and tricks for making sure your form is on point, and handy ways to increase or decrease the difficulty of individual exercises to fit your unique needs. Color illus. 187 pages. Rockridge. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

$12.95

★ 3706818 SITTING KILLS, MOVING HEALS. By Steven G. Gisslen, Jr. The former director of NASA’s Life Science Division applies her groundbreaking NASA research on Gravity Deprivation Syndrome to everyday health here on Earth. The solution is a natural, non-competitive lifestyle of active movement that resists the force of gravity. Vernikos’ easy to follow plans show how simple everyday activities will keep you healthy and strong. 130 pages. Quill Driver Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99

★ 4667277 THE RBG WORKOUT: How She Stays Strong...And You Can Too! By Bryant Johnson. Try out the late Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s twice-weekly workouts that she did with her personal trainer, Bryant Johnson—a man she called “the most important person” in her life. Fully illus. 128 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

$4.95


**3942848** WHAT YOU MUST KNOW ABOUT STROKES: How to Recover from a Stroke and Prevent Another Stroke. By A. Towfighi & L.J. Stevens. The challenges of dealing with a stroke are considerable, for survivors as well as their loved ones. The road back is not always easy. Divided into four parts, the information contained in this guide can greatly benefit anyone coping with the aftermath of a stroke and make all the difference in the world. 308 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**399546X** THE END OF ALZHEIMER’S: The First Program to Prevent and Reverse Cognitive Decline. By Dale E. Bredesen. Recognizing Alzheimer’s disease to be not one condition, as it is currently treated, but three, Dr. Bredesen then targets the metabolic factors that can trigger "downaging" in the brain. His protocol shows how to relieve these factors using lifestyle modifications along with a precision medicine approach that has yielded unprecedented improvements. Illus. 308 pages. Avery. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

**399570X** THE END OF ALZHEIMER’S: The First Program to Prevent and Reverse Cognitive Decline. By Dale E. Bredesen. The author shows that Alzheimer’s disease and cognitive decline cannot be only prevented but can be reversed. He reveals that, as it is not one condition, but several, all dramatically influenced by imbalances in 36 metabolic factors that can trigger downaging in the brain. 308 pages. Avery. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00

**470040X** LIVING WITH YOUR EYES: Understand and Use Iridology. By Claude Ballon du Plessis. By analyzing the color, texture, and the pigmentation of the iris, we can determine inherent and genetic predispositions toward certain illnesses. Observing the body’s needs through the panoramic view of the irides, you can take care of your simple and complex manner. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**4674073** RISING ABOVE LYME DISEASE. By Julia Greenspan. Through the comprehensive whole-body approach that Greenspan advocates, she points out the ways in which the body may affect one’s life, she argues that it is possible to find relief, become your advocate, and ultimately, rise above Lyme. 256 pages. Fair Winds. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

**4680839** HOW TO SLEEP: The New Science-Based Solutions for Sleeping Through the Night. By Rafael Pelayo. Anyone having trouble sleeping has heard all the old “sleep hygiene” rules, but here Dr. Pelayo, an expert sleep clinician, offers advice for the bedroom—on white noise machines, ambient temperature, and more. In a pillow-and-a-half read, he answers to our most pressing questions, from whether to see a sleep medicine specialist to how aging affects our sleep. 106 pages. Artisan. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**3991610** THE MESTHICAL Determination: The Secret History of Lyme Disease and Biological Weapons. By Darin Ingels. Ingels shares his own experience as a naturopathic physician, as well as his own experiences as a Lyme patient, he provides a path to wellness by fortifying the microbiome system, and strengthening the body’s ability to heal from within. 372 pages. Avery. Pub. at $27.00

Complementary & Alternative Medicine

**CULPEPER’S COMPLETE HERBAL.** By Nicholas Culpeper. Published in 1653, this compendium is packed with entertaining prose and traditional remedies and is a masterpiece of alternative medicine. Features advice on treating ailments with herbs, coughs and swellings, to bad sight, kidney stones and gout. Illus. 408 pages. Pagebound. Pub. at $17.99

**ESSENTIAL OILS FOR HEALTH.** By Kymberly Keniston-Pond. Featuring step by step instructions and plenty of helpful tips, this guide offers 100 essential oil treatments for self-help and self-care. Includes skin, hair, and nails, boost memory retention and concentration, reduce stress, anxiety, and fatigue; treat unsightly blemishes, itchy rashes, and eczema, and more. 128 pages. Adorama. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

**IMMUNE DEFENSE: 104 Trusted Recipes For Fighting Cold, Flus, Fvers & More.** By J.J. Fudenberg. Provides more than 80 common disease-fighting remedies that will help you strengthen and support your immune system, with recipes tailored to defend against colds, flu, bronchitis, coughs, and more. Illus. in color. 218 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

**LOWER BLOOD PRESSURE WITHOUT DRUGS, THIRD EDITION.** By Roger Mason. A unique nationwide approach to lowering blood pressure. Special chapters address important topics such as supplements, exercise, and heart balance, and, for the first time, overcoming bad habits. 127 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**THE MEDICAL POWER OF AFRICAN ARMS: Using Cannabis to Heal Arthritis, Nausea, Pain, and Other Ailments.** By John Hicks. This revolutionary guide reveals an area of holistic health that many medical practitioners have overlooked: the natural healing powers of cannabinoid, also known as CBD. Like marijuana, CBD comes from the cannabis plant, and it has been shown to help with arthritis, nausea, pain, and more. 160 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

**HERBAL REMEDIES HANDBOOK.** By Andrew Chevallier. With more than 140 plant profiles, and remedies for more than 150 common ailments, this book takes charge of your health naturally with tried and true plant based treatments. Includes crucial safety and dosage information. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99

**HOME REMEDIES: How to Use Kitchen Staples to Treat Common Ailments.** By Sohini Satpathy. Car natural healing for sore joints, cramps, humps, and more with these foolproof recipes using household ingredients found in your kitchen. The 75 homemade treatments featured in this guide. Color photos. 208 pages. Pagebound. Pub. at $12.95

**HERBAL REMEDIES HANDBOOK.** By Andrew Chevallier. With more than 140 plant profiles, and remedies for more than 150 common ailments, this book takes charge of your health naturally with tried and true plant based treatments. Includes crucial safety and dosage information. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99

**ESSENTIAL OILS FOR HEALTH.** By Kymberly Keniston-Pond. Featuring step by step instructions and plenty of helpful tips, this guide offers 100 essential oil treatments for self-help and self-care. Includes skin, hair, and nails, boost memory retention and concentration, reduce stress, anxiety, and fatigue; treat unsightly blemishes, itchy rashes, and eczema, and more. 128 pages. Adorama. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

**IMMUNE DEFENSE: 104 Trusted Recipes For Fighting Cold, Flus, Fvers & More.** By J.J. Fudenberg. Provides more than 80 common disease-fighting remedies that will help you strengthen and support your immune system, with recipes tailored to defend against colds, flu, bronchitis, coughs, and more. Illus. in color. 218 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

**LOWER BLOOD PRESSURE WITHOUT DRUGS, THIRD EDITION.** By Roger Mason. A unique nationwide approach to lowering blood pressure. Special chapters address important topics such as supplements, exercise, and heart balance, and, for the first time, overcoming bad habits. 127 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**THE MEDICAL POWER OF AFRICAN ARMS: Using Cannabis to Heal Arthritis, Nausea, Pain, and Other Ailments.** By John Hicks. This revolutionary guide reveals an area of holistic health that many medical practitioners have overlooked: the natural healing powers of cannabinoid, also known as CBD. Like marijuana, CBD comes from the cannabis plant, and it has been shown to help with arthritis, nausea, pain, and more. 160 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

**HERBAL REMEDIES HANDBOOK.** By Andrew Chevallier. With more than 140 plant profiles, and remedies for more than 150 common ailments, this book takes charge of your health naturally with tried and true plant based treatments. Includes crucial safety and dosage information. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99

**HOME REMEDIES: How to Use Kitchen Staples to Treat Common Ailments.** By Sohini Satpathy. Car natural healing for sore joints, cramps, humps, and more with these foolproof recipes using household ingredients found in your kitchen. The 75 homemade treatments featured in this guide. Color photos. 208 pages. Pagebound. Pub. at $12.95
Complementary & Alternative Medicine

3938511 AROMATHERAPY WITH ESSENTIAL OIL DIFFUSERS: For Everyday Health & Wellness. By K. Basile. This perfect companion to your favorite diffuser, Parramore teaches you how to diffuse essential oils to treat various health conditions and enhance your environment. You’ll learn to use natural scents derived from plants to improve your physical, mental and emotional health.


★ 4745656 LEVEL 1 MEDITATION: The Healing Power in the Smallest Unit of Life. By E. Durland, PhD. Show you how to connect with the wisdom of your cells and work with them to heal. Grundland and Kay offer sample meditations to help you connect with specific cells, such as your heart cells, and guide you to follow your intuition and discover the cells that are inviting you in.


★ 6691164 CBD OIL FOR HEALTH: 100 Amazing Benefits and Uses of CBD Oil. By Katherine Ross. Show you how to use CBD oil, an all-natural self-care miracle in your daily health and beauty routine, from transforming your hair, nails, and skin to tackling high blood pressure, chronic pain, and more. Features step by step instructions and helpful tips. 128 pages. Adams Media.

Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ 3997862 EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT MARIJUANA: But Were Too Stoned to Ask. By Tim Pilcher. With the help of this small volume you’ll learn how to bake cannabis cookies; thrill to tales of history’s greatest toker; discover a world of stone carvings, and so much more. Illus. 96 pages. ILEX. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

★ 3992489 THE CBD BIBLE: Cannabis and the Wellness Revolution That Will Change Your Life. By Dani Gordon. Explains how these products work in your body to produce an abundance of positive health effects such as alleviating insomnia, reducing pain, quelling stress and anxiety, and numbing depression. Features essential guidance on dosing, sourcing, different types of products, and much more. 322 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

3927172 CBD OIL: Everyday Secrets. By Gretchen Lidicker. This anti-inflammatory compound found in the cannabis plant, CBD is gaining popularity with top doctors, athletes, and celebrities praising it for its purported anti-inflammatory and anti-anxiety properties—and its high. This guide covers all the ins and outs of CBD oil and 30 recipes for snacks, smoothies, and tonics. Color photos. 192 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

★ 4741709 NATURAL CURE & REMEDIES: Kitchen Cupboard Recipes and Solutions for Your Health and Home. By Text by Caroline Artiss et al. Discover natural treatments to aid common colds, kidney stones, and constipation, and much more with this guide to using natural ingredients that will save you money and be kinder to the environment. This easy-to-follow guide includes recipes for moisturizers, face masks, massage oils and care products for your home and garden. Illus. in color. 144 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 3951561 HEALING SPICES HANDBOOK: Recipes for Natural Living. By Judy Bird. Through the wonder of spices, offers insights into their healing powers, and shares recipes from delicious foods to topical remedies. This easy to read, easy to use, practical guide includes 60 spine-tingling recipes for 2 guide to 40 popular spices, and examines how 40 ailments and conditions have been treated with spices since prehistory. Color photos. 228 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 398378X EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT CBD: How to Forage, Cultivate, and Cook With This Amazing Natural Remedy. By Susannah Shmurak. Used for centuries to support health, elderberries’ reputation as an effective home remedy for colds and flu has been supported by numerous scientific studies. Readers will be introduced to the science behind elderberries, their uses, what to know about growing and foraging elderberries, and how to prepare elderberries. Well illus. in color. 204 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

★ 3885550 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO CBD: Everything There Is to Know About the Healing Powers of CBD. By Ravi Ratan. This comprehensive guide combines ancient Ayurvedic wisdom with modern principles in Vedic Aromatherapy, creating a unique blueprint for holistic health and healing. Ratan explains the uses of over 90 remarkable essential oils, and these ways they affect our well-being. Illus. in color. 354 pages. Rockpool. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $18.95

★ 4715225 THE DANCE CURE: The Surprising Science to Be Smarter, Stronger, Happier. By Peter Lovatt. Draws on research and case studies, and includes ten dance-based prescriptions to help improve your health, from enhancing your creativity with contemporary dance to gaining resilience with the cha-cha, resolving conflict with hip-hop or improving first-time date and belly dancing. 200 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

★ 4650875 CANNABIS HEALING: A Guide to the Therapeutic Use of CBD, THC & Other Cannabinoids. By Franjo Grotenhermen. Offers a plan of action for safe use, possible side effects, contraindications, and precautions (including during pregnancy and chemotherapy), alongside research data that confirms cannabis as one of the least toxic substances in existence. 232 pages. New Harbinger. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

★ 279984X HEALING WITH CBD: How Cannabidiol Can Transform Your Health Without the High. By Eileen Konieczny with L. Wilson. Finding accurate information on the health benefits of CBD can be difficult, but this easy to understand guide breaks down all the studies, rumors and medical information including what is CBD and how it is made, potential treatments for common ailments, how to buy safe, quality products, dosing considerations and effects, and more. 270 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $14.95


★ 4675174 MAYO CLINIC GUIDE TO INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE. By Brent A. Bauer. A guide to integrative therapies that can help you achieve personal wellness. You’ll discover how techniques and therapies once seen as alternative are being used to improve and enhance conventional medicine and how you can integrate them into your life too. Color illus. 221 pages. Mayo Clinic. Bx.10. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

★ 475705X GETTING BAKED: Everything You Need to Know About Hemp, CBD, and Medicinal Gardening. By Barb Webb. Takes readers on an in-depth journey through everything you ever wanted to know about CBD, including the science, side effects, dosages, and benefits. Part scientific research and part firsthand how, you’ll be given dozens of recipes to enhance your experience, from BBQ sauces to smokable hemp body butters. 230 pages. Start. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

★ 3963381 THE CBD SKINCARE SOLUTION: The Power of Cannabidiol for Healthy Skin. By Manisha Singh. Explore how to use this potent plant to treat common skin and scalp issues, and diseases and fight the effects of aging. Discover detailed advice on buying CBD-infused products and cutting through the false claims. With its clear, authoritative guidance this reference is crucial reading for using CBD oil to look and feel your best. 244 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 4649109 THE ADAPTogenic HERBAL KITCHEN. By Elizabeth Newell. Learn about adapting with this no-fuss beginner’s guide that uses these natural supplements in more than 65 delicious smoothies, juices, soups, and stews for a myriad of health benefits. Fully illus. in color. 166 pages. Rodale. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

★ 3953645 A WOMAN’S BOOK OF HERBS. By Elisabeth Brooke. This unique and indispensable work is infused with the author’s empowering holistic approach to healing and her expertise for women of all ages. Explains what is CBD and how it is made, potential treatments for common ailments, how to buy safe, quality products, dosing considerations and effects, and more. 270 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $14.95

★ 279984X GETTING BAKED: Everything You Need to Know About Hemp, CBD, and Medicinal Gardening. By Barb Webb. Takes readers on an in-depth journey through everything you ever wanted to know about CBD, including the science, side effects, dosages, and benefits. Part scientific research and part firsthand how, you’ll be given dozens of recipes to enhance your experience, from BBQ sauces to smokable hemp body butters. 230 pages. Start. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95


★ 4675174 MAYO CLINIC GUIDE TO INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE. By Brent A. Bauer. A guide to integrative therapies that can help you achieve personal wellness. You’ll discover how techniques and therapies once seen as alternative are being used to improve and enhance conventional medicine and how you can integrate them into your life too. Color illus. 221 pages. Mayo Clinic. Bx.10. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

★ 475705X GETTING BAKED: Everything You Need to Know About Hemp, CBD, and Medicinal Gardening. By Barb Webb. Takes readers on an in-depth journey through everything you ever wanted to know about CBD, including the science, side effects, dosages, and benefits. Part scientific research and part firsthand how, you’ll be given dozens of recipes to enhance your experience, from BBQ sauces to smokable hemp body butters. 230 pages. Start. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95
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**Eastern Traditions and Practices**

**DVD 3866329 YOGA & MEDITATION WORKSHOP**
By C. Lee & D. Nicholson. This package offers everything you need to practice yoga and meditation at home as a path toward cultivating a more wakeful and compassionate existence. Includes DVD, two books, and a meditation expert guide. 97 minutes, age-appropriate music. Preorder. Pub. at $24.98

**DVD 380902X AYURVEDA FOR STRESS RELIEF**
By John Douillard. Gaum. Pap. at $19.95

**4697843 THE YOGA ANATOMY COLORING BOOK: Pose by Pose**


**DVD 3810151 YOGA FOR HEALTH: Gastro-Intestinal Disorders**
Fullscreen. Kultur Films. Pub. at $24.95

**3989363 THE ART OF JIN SHIN**

**293017X THE POWER OF BREATH AND HAND YOGA**
By Christine Burke. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. CIQ Books. Pap. at $14.95

**3935841 THE POWER OF CHOWA: Finding Your Inner Strength Through the Japanese Concept of Balance and Harmony.**

**DVD 3810135 YOGA FOR HEALTH: Depression**
Fullscreen. Kultur Films. Pub. at $24.95

**680361X CLUTTER INTERVENTION: How Your Stuff Is Keeping You Stuck.**
By Tisha Morris. 182 pages. Llewellyn. Pap. at $17.99

**DVD 3810143 YOGA FOR HEALTH: Fears/Anxiety.**
Fullscreen. Kultur Films. Pub. at $24.95

**381016X YOGA FOR HEALTH: Headaches**
Fullscreen. Kultur Films. Pub. at $24.95

**DVD 3810224 YOGA FOR HEALTH: Constipation**
Widescreen. Kultur Films. Pub. at $24.95

**New Age Spirituality**

**378732X THE HEALING POWER OF MINDFULNESS: A New Way of Being.**
By Jon Kabat-Zinn. Shares a cornucopia of mindfulness and meditation or already have a regular practice, you’ll discover tools for feeling more fully alive. 186 pages.

**389192X EARTH FREQUENCY: Sacred Sites, Vortices, Earth Chakras, and Other Transformational Places.**
By Melissa Alvarez. Deepen your connection to the world around you, expand your consciousness, and grow spiritually by actively engaging with the earth’s energy. This groundbreaking resource presents the various forms of earth frequency and how working with this energy leads to amazing improvements in your life, self-confidence, and spirituality. 417 pages. Hachette. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

**4715659 THE YOGA SUTRAS OF PATAKALI**
Comprises a collection of Indian sutras written 1,700 years ago. These threads were compiled by the Indian sage Patanjali and offer guidelines for living a meaningful and purposeful life. 186 pages. Watkins. Pap. at $13.95

**3957640 THE HANDBOOK FOR HIGHLY SENSITIVE PEOPLE.**
By Mel Collins. A guide to embracing your innate sensitivity, accepting your unique gifts and extraordinary experiences. Nothing will empower you to connect with your more spiritual side, including exploring past patterns and accessing inner guidance from spirit guides and angels. Illus. 190 pages. Watkins. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95

**4695747 ASATRU FOR BEGINNERS: A newcomers’ guide to this spirituality that breaks down the history and traditions, giving an understanding of the gods and goddesses, ancient texts, sacred rituals, and the runes with an accessible approach anyone can dive into. 134 pages. Rodnik. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

**4727002 THE HEALING POWER OF YOUR AURA: How to Use Spiritual Energy for Physical Health and Well-Being.**
By Barbara Y. Martin with D. Moralis. With insight and clarity, the author demonstrates how your aura is the spiritual support system to your physical body and shows you how to tune into your own energy field to help you restore your body to its natural state of health and well being. Includes specific healing meditations for more than 80 types of physical conditions. CA, Color. 261 pages. Spiritual Arts Institute. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99

**3959996 THE POWER OF YOUR SUBCONSCIOUS MIND AND HOW TO USE IT.**
By Mitch Horowitz. The historian and New Thought scholar shins a new light on Joseph Murphy’s landmark volume, showing how to maximize Murphy’s methods, reverse setbacks, and remove mental blocks. Horowitz demonstrates how current insights from mind-body medicine and quantum theory show how you can change your subconscious techniques. B&G Media. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**466339X ACTIVATING YOUR 5D FREQUENCY: A Guidebook for the Journey into Higher Dimensions.**
By Judith Cowin. A hands-on guide to activating the 5D potential lying dormant in our DNA, Corvin-Blackburn shows us how to navigate the Ascension process, including how to handle emotions, resistances, and fears and welcome new frequencies. 266 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00

**3922987 EARTH MAGIC: Your Complete Guide to Natural Spells, Potions, Plants, Herbs, Witchcraft, and More.**
By Marie D. Jones. Nature’s magic is all around you, everywhere. It’s in the backyards, in the fields, even kitchens. You need to know how to see it. Jones will guide you through more than 80 types of techniques. Destiny. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95

**3992659 FINDER’S KEY: Working with the Inner God, the Other Side, and Good Neighbors.**
By John Mack. Awaken to your closest kin, the Sidhe, and let their being inspire you to unravel the secret hallows of your innermost nature. The Sidhe, and Good Neighbors, are not just figments of human imagination. Hage offers an invitation to engage with your Sidhe partners on the quest for the real, gentle, wild, and powerful you. Illus. 222 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

**4757416 BEYOND THE FLOWER OF LIFE, REVISED EDITION: Advanced MerKaBa Teachings, Sacred Geometry, and the Opening of the Heart.**
By Maureen L. A. St. J. In this expanded resource for meditation practitioners and anyone who wishes to improve their connection with their divinity, this new edition provides a path to opening and activating the 5D potential lying dormant in your DNA and embracing the unconditional love, access the Higher Self, and activate a multidimensional understanding of reality. 278 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00

**4719179 ULTIMATE ENERGY: Using Your Natural Energies to Balance Body, Mind, and Spirit.**
By Matthew Hartman. Witten by experts in the field, each section—Chakras, Auras, Energy Healing—is designed with beginners in mind and includes visualization exercises and detailed instructions. Along with a comprehensive resource section to help you continue your exploration of the power of energy. 499 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99

---
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Physically Strong, and ways to find your new normal. Filled with exercises and meditations, this book will help you the hope and courage to navigate life’s greatest challenges. 196 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

649679 Price cut to $9.95


Price Cut to $9.95

394772 DON’T JUST SIT THERE! 44 Insights to Get Your Meditation Practice Off the Cushion and into the Real World. By Bitt Sirkiri. 223 pages. Aina. Pub. at $25.00

Price Cut to $12.95


Price Cut to $14.95


Price Cut to $9.95


Price Cut to $9.95


Price Cut to $9.95

8939308 DAUGHTERS: One of Life’s Sweetest Treasures. By Bonnie Louise Kuchler. A collection of warm thoughts and loving memories about the daughter for all the times you didn’t tell her how amazing and important she is to you. Willow Cleghorn. 176 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

Price Cut to $9.95

6669263 THE TEST BOOK. By M. Krogner & R. Tschappeler. This collection of 64 of the world’s most useful evaluation tests offers a quick, fun way to figure yourself out. According to a Forschach ink blot to determine your work style. For example, you'll analyze every trait you need to thrive, and you'll discover skills you never knew you had. 195 pages. Norton. Pub. at $17.95

Price Cut to $9.95


Price Cut to $9.95

398056X MORE THAN HAPPINESS: Buddhist and Stoic Wisdom for a Sceptical Age. By Antonia Macaro. The author delves into Buddhism and Stoicism, focusing on the elements that fit with our skeptical age, and those which have the potential to make the big impact on how we live. Macaro gets us to question the value of the things we desire. The goal is more than happiness; it's about living ethically and placing value on the right things in life. 213 pages. Icon. Pub. at $18.95

Price Cut to $9.95

461524 IT’S THE LITTLE THINGS: The Pocket Pig’s Guide to Living Your Best Life. By John Izzo. This thoughtful and inspiring book describes the discipline of the five thieves—wear-control, covet, consumption, and comfort—the tools they use to break into our hearts, and how to track them out once and for all. 140 pages. Berrett-Koehler. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

Price Cut to $9.95

4716361 CONDITIONED REFLEX THERAPY. By Andrew Salter. Features specific methods for assertion, getting in touch with your relaxation and using imagery to overcome phobias, anxieties, and depression. Salter will teach you how to be more aware of your feelings and more authentic in your life. 282 pages. Woodfield. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

Price Cut to $9.95

4655338 YOU ARE WHAT YOU BELIEVE: Simple Steps to Transform Your Life. By Hyrum W. Smith. Reveals through a clear and simple model, we get to the point where our behaviors aren’t regressed against our needs being met, and then describes the steps we must take to identify and rectify the beliefs leading to our painful behavior. 95 pages. Berrett-Koehler. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

Price Cut to $9.95


Price Cut to $9.95

4692837 PERMISSION GRANTED: Be Who You Were Made To Be and Let Go of the Rest. By Melissa Camara Wilkins. Trying to fix yourself is exhausting. But being yourself is both possible and life-giving. The key is simplicity. We identify the five thieves that are keeping us from our goals. We give the tools to learn how to tell a truer story about yourself, the world, and your place in it. Wilkins explores how to get comfortable in your own skin. 140 pages. Woodfield. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

Price Cut to $9.95

3939677 LESSONS FROM THE PRAIRIE. By Melissa Francis. Broadcast journalist and former child star, Melissa Francis, teaches you her recipe for turning disaster into golden opportunity. Melissa Francis brings the benefits of staying positive, and how to be open to everyday miracles, while all peeling back the curtains on both the legendary Little House series and the popular Fox News phenomenon. Photos. 320 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

Price Cut to $9.95

398056X LIFE IS GOD’S BEST GIFT: Wisdom from the Ancestors on Finding Peace and Joy in Today’s World. By Sam Clege. Showcases African proverbs, each packed with layers of profound insight. This beautiful keepsake volume includes more than 300 sayings gathered from countries across the African continent. 261 pages. Amistad. Pub. at $22.99

Price Cut to $9.95
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Healing & the Mind

★ 3891232 LIFE LESSONS FROM A BRAIN SURGEON: Practical Strategies for Peak Health and Performance. By Rahul Jandial. With quick and easy daily exercises Jandial will show you how to boost your memory, control stress and emotions, unleash creativity and fight Alzheimer’s. Along the way he shares fascinating stories of survival and overcoming the odds from his own operating room. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ 4714571 THE ART OF TRANSFORMING NIGHTMARES. By Clare R. Johnson. A friendly hand to help you tap into the immensely rich gifts that bad dreams offer up when we work with them in healing ways. Tap into the deep wisdom of your unconscious mind and discover how to transform the weight of sleep into a beautiful refuge so you wake up ready to lead a life of happiness and wonder. 306 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ 3951899 THE COMPLETE BRAIN EXERCISE BOOK. By Krystal D. Smith. Features more info to help brain exercises and puzzles, plus extensive brain food lists, menu plans and more than 125 recipes. 384 pages. Robert Rose. Paperback. Pub. at $24.29 $15.95

★ OVO 3853020 DREAM THERAPY. This program discusses how Dream Therapy can act as a doorway to the subconscious, decoding the hidden messages speaking to us through our dreams. By Jill Milton & S. Berger. The program, origins of Dream Therapy, healing with Dream Therapy, the Jungian approach to Dream Therapy, dream symbols and their meanings, and how the dream activity works. VisionQuest. Pub. at $17.95 $11.95

★ 3830096 100 DAYS TO A YOUNGER BRAIN. By Sabina Brennan. 298 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95


Facing Illness & Death

★ 3783111 DEATH: The Scientific Facts to Help Us Understand It Better. By R. Beliveau & D. Girgasi. Sprinkled with humor and the wisdom of great thinkers, this work reflects on our philosophical, scientific and spiritual understanding of death. Chapters cover diverse topics such as the history of death, the soul; terminal illness and dying slowly, how the body dies; murder and execution; and more. Well illus., many in color. 264 pages. Firefly. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

★ 3893538 THE ART OF DYING WELL: A Practical Guide to a Good End of Life. By Katy Butler. Packed with extraordinarily helpful insights and inspiring true stories, this volume illustrates how to thrive in later life, how to get the best from our health care system, and how to make your own “good death” more likely. This handbook of step by step preparations will help you make the most of your remaining time. 274 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $25.99 $16.95

★ 395451X APPROACHING THE END OF LIFE: A Practical and Spiritual Guide. By Donna Schaper. In her more than forty years as a minister, Rev. Schaper has been approached time and time again by people wanting to know how to prepare for the end of life in both practical and spiritual matters and in this sensitive volume, she offers guidance and helpful suggestions. 186 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Paperback. Pub. at $38.00 $26.95

★ 3857786 NATURAL CAUSES. By Barbara Ehrenreich. Drawing on varied sources, from personal experience to sociological trends, Ehrenreich examines the ways in which we give meaning to our death and dying experiences. Both funny and caustic, she then tackles the seemingly insolvable problem of how we might better prepare ourselves for the end. 234 pages. Twelve. Pub. at $27.00 $16.95

★ 3895467 BRINGING DEATH TO LIFE: An Uplifting Exploration of Living, Dying, the Soul Journey and the Afterlife. By Patricia Scariani et al. Shines light onto a subject that is too often feared or avoided in our everyday conversations; death. Players, affirmations, and reminders from 100+ people around the world. This special, thought-provoking and deeply comforting volume. 289 pages. Rainbow Ridge. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

★ 3953289 DEALING WITH DOCTORS, DENIAL, AND DEATH: A Guide to Living Well with Serious Illness. By Arup Mangalik. A seasoned doctor and researcher looks at the ways in which we are accustomed to treating illness at all costs, rather than at the expense of the quality of a patient’s life. The goal is to help patients and families make informed decisions that may help the seriously ill live better with their illnesses. 260 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

★ 469029X THE INEVITABLE HOUR: A History of Caring for Dying Patients in America. By Emily K. Abel. A frank portrayal of the medical care of dying people past and present. Abel helps to explain why a movement to reorient dignity to the dying arose in the 1960s and 1970s and why this movement have been so difficult to achieve. 226 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

★ 3942325 A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO THE END: Practical Advice for Living Life and Facing Death. By B. Milton & S. Berger. One of the country’s leading hospice physicians and an experienced caregiver have teamed up to walk us through an action plan for the end of life. Beginning well before the diagnosis and evidencing the knowledge and experience of receiving a terminal diagnosis, honest, surprising, and detailed oriented guide to the most universal of all experiences. 520 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95

★ 3925785 A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO THE END: Practical Advice for Living Life and Facing Death. By B. Milton & S. Berger. The guide begins well before a diagnosis and ends well after the memorial. Did you know you can buy a canister at Walmart? That cremation isn’t the greenest option? That your “When I Die” file should include not only passwords, but also letters to the people you love? There are also lessons for caregivers, strategies for keeping your kids healthy, and much more. Illus. 550 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $16.95

★ 3910614 EVERYTHING YOU WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT THE AFTERLIFE BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK. By Hollister Ran. Filled with stories of love and strength and healing, each communication is bound to touch your heart and have you questioning everything you always believed about this difficult subject, maybe even finding peace in the after world. 257 pages. Aria. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ 3957921 WHERE DID YOU GO? A Life-Changing Journey to Connect with Those We’ve Lost. By Christina Mannix. After her quarter century of caring for patients, and profound humanity of life coming to an end. 341 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00 $17.99

★ 3986381 WITH THE END IN MIND: Dying, Death, and Wisdom in an Age of Denial. By Kathryn Mannix. With changes in the way we understand medicine come changes in the way we understand death. Once a familiar, peaceful, and grace-ful way of facing death, it has come to something from which we shield our eyes. Dr. Mannix shares stories from a lifetime of caring for the dying and makes a compelling case for the of approaching death with openness. 341 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

★ 3921553 ILLNESS AS METAPHOR/AND ITS METAPHERS. By Susan Sonntag. 183 pages. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $7.95

Aging

★ 387401X HEALTHY AT 100. By John Robbins. Examines why some people age in failing health and sadness, while others grow old with vitality and joy. This revolutionary book reveals how we can increase not only our life span, but also our health span. 357 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

★ 4671244 HOW TO AVOID FALLING: A Guide for Active Aging and Independence. By Eric Fredrickson. Offers a practical guide to minimizing the occurrence of falling. A practical guide to minimizing the occurrence of falling. This book will give advice on fall-proofing your home, avoiding falling hazards outside the home, illness and balance exercises to improve your physical and mental health. 128 pages. Firefly. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 3962173 NATURAL CAUSES: An Epidemic of Wellness, the Certainty of Dying, and Killing Ourselves to Live Longer. By Barbara Ehrenreich. The author reveals the ways in which we obsess over death, our bodies, and our health. Both funny and caustic, the author tackles the seemingly unsolvable problem of how we might better prepare ourselves for the end, while still reveling in the life we have. 247 pages. Twelve. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

★ 3917533 ELDERHOOD: Redefining Aging, Transforming Medicine, Reimagining Life. By Louise Aronson. At the start of the 21st century, the average American is living longer than ever before. We’ve made our age into a disease, a condition to be dredged,不需要over death,而我们，我们的健康。这种讽刺和敏锐的风格，吸引了读者的注意，故事从她的 quarter century of caring for patients, and draws from history, science, literature, popular culture and her own life to weave a vision of old age that can be full of joy, and hope. 450 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $30.00 $5.95
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5656005 HOW SUCCESSFUL PEOPLE DIFFER FROM ORDINARY TO EXTRAORDINARY. By Nido R. Qubein et al. When we lose our ordinary mind-set, and instead, take on the mantle of the extraordinary, it's truly amazing what we can achieve in the lives of those around us. Read about how successful people think. Illus. in color. 96 pages. Sourcebooks. Pub at $15.95 \(\text{MP}\) $12.95

48272X MORE FUN: How to Reconfigure, Stop Feeling Stuck, and Start Enjoying Life. By Mandy Arotio. Choosing fun can be a spiritual discipline, a place to experience the boundless love and joy of God in everyday situations. With expertise in history, anecdotes, hilarious stories, practical ideas, and spiritual truth, Arotio unveils fresh ways to take fun seriously in this crash course to getting unstuck. 188 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub at $17.99 \(\text{MP}\) $14.95

46728X DO ONE THING DIFFERENT, 20TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION: Ten Simple Ways to Change Your Life. By Bill D. Hanson. Feeling stuck all the time when you're trying to solve a problem or facing conflict? Hanson's ten easy solutions allow you to move quickly and decisively. Direct, and effective, these tactics will help you change how you view and “do” your problems. Paperbound. Pub at $16.99 \(\text{MP}\) $13.95

57653X ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS, FIFTH EDITION. This fourth edition has been approved by the General Service Conference of Alcoholics Anonymous, in the hope that many more may be led toward recovery. Written in simple, clear English, the book is designed to help the alcoholic and his family members. 360 pages. Flatiron Books. Pub at $19.99 \(\text{MP}\) $15.99


4679326 LIVE LAGOM: Balanced Living, the Swedish Way. By Anna Brones. The Swedish concept of lagom teaches us to find balance and mindful contentment with just the right amount of everything in life. In this small guide, Brones presents actionable ways to create a more intentional and fulfilling lifestyle. Color photos. 224 pages, Ten Speed. Pub at $16.00 \(\text{MP}\) $14.95

3995313 THE LITTLE BOOK OF SELF-CARE: 200 Ways to Refresh, Recharge, and Feel Your Best. By Nido R. Qubein. Offers a timely collection of wisdom on love, friendship, respect, individuality, and honesty from the man who has been a friend and neighbor to generations of Americans. 197 pages. Hachette. Pub at $17.00 \(\text{MP}\) $14.95

4740777 WHOLE: How I Learned to Find the sprawling collage of information, ideas, and insight that makes up the whole world. By Thomas N. Campbell. A collection of the most important and interesting ideas, from the big picture to the smallest detail. 224 pages. Simon & Schuster. Pub at $26.00 \(\text{MP}\) $20.95

4667183 WHAT IF ANSAWERS TO EVERYTHING: All the Questions About Gay and Lesbian. By Eric Marcus. In this book, the author answers questions about every aspect of gay and lesbian life. 303 pages. FSG. Pub at $26.95 \(\text{MP}\) $22.95

3989240 GOOD HABITS, BAD HABITS: Tap into Your Inner Doll and put wings on your dreams. Illus. By Mandy Arioto. Choosing fun is key to enjoying life. With humor and colorful language, Byrne explores the role of the Internet and social media in fuelling anger and how anxiety and colorfulness, Byrne explores the role of the Internet and social media in fuelling anger and how exactly do we feel we haven’t enough time? In 20 lessons, Matrisciani shows how to get more hours in your day and overall happiness, and family relationships. 341 pages. Dutton. Pub at $27.00 \(\text{MP}\) $22.00

4724208 READY FOR ANYTHING: Preparing Your Heart and Home for Any Crisis. By Kathy Lipp. Using stories and humor along with facts, tips, and lists, Lipp offers a down-to-earth guide that is easy to implement and that will help you take control of your resources so you can be the helpful neighbor in a crisis rather than needing help yourself. 221 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub at $18.99 \(\text{MP}\) $15.99
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